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First of all, we wish to express our gratitude to the staff of the Gothenburg 
University Library, in particular Marianne Ladenvall, Head of the Central 
Library, for their assistance in general and for providing us with technical 
equipment for the study of watermarks together with premises for the first 
workshop for the planning of a nation-wide catalogue of old Cyrillic books; 
also Assistant Chief Librarian Mats Cavallin and University Librarian 
AnnaLena Bergquist for their help with publication in Acta Universitatis 
Gothoburgensis and the future electronic version of the Catalogue. 
Likewise we are grateful to Sven-Olof Ask and Helena Backman of the staff 
of the Skara Stifts- och Landsbibliotek, who have most kindly permitted us 
to keep their two books, Ustav and Prayers, for study for a lengthy period. 
We are also greatly indebted to two emeriti librarians: Hans Åkerström and 
Sinikka Ankarling: Hans Åkerström for informing us of the two books in 
the Hvitfeldtska Collection, Kanonnik and ?asovnik, and for compiling the 
bibliography; Sinikka Ankarling for leading us to the bulk of the collection, 
acquired in 1958. 
Professor Per-Arne Bodin, Department of Slavic Languages, Stockholm 
University, has shown keen interest in the project and enabled us to find 
financial support for it, for which we are much obliged. 
To Father Dorotej, Holy Trinity Monastery in Bredared, we owe a bolj?oj 
niskij poklon for unravelling the Prayers. 
We are grateful to Professor Ingrid Maier, Uppsala University, Professor 
Per Ambrosiani, Umeå University, and Professor emeritus Lars Steensland, 
Lund University, for checking the very first draft – not forgetting the other 
Cyrillica Suecana members for their useful suggestions. We are also 
grateful to Lars Steensland for use of his Church Slavonic font. 
Thanks are also due to Associate Professor Karin Persson, Department of 
Plant and Environmental Sciences, University of Gothenburg, and Jimmy 
Persson, Curator of Gothenburg Botanical Gardens, for identification of 
the imprints of the flowers in no. 9, Posledovanie. 
We are also grateful to Ivona Karachorova, Senior Research Associate, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, and Professor Lidija Sazonova, Russian 
Academy of Sciences, for their wise comments on textological matters. 
Regarding the enigmatic figure on f. 7v, no. 3. Ostrog Bible, the authors are 
greatly indebted for expert knowledge to Docent Dr. Zarko Zhdrakov, 
National Art Academy in Sofia, Björn Fredlund, Associate Professor of Art 
History and former director of the Museum of Art of Gothenburg, and Eva 
Sundberg, Department of Graphic Arts and Engravings, Museum of Art, 
Gothenburg. We also owe thanks to Professor Tore Nyberg, South Danish 
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University in Odense, Denmark, for his commentaries on the disposition 
of the medallions. 
The authors are much obliged to Bengt Lundberg, the former Senior 
Lecturer at the Slavic Institute of the University of Gothenburg, for his 
translation into Swedish and to Mrs June Abrahamsson for her translation 
from Swedish into English of Archangel Michael’s prayer, Description 
no. 11. 
Authorized Translator Bernard Vowles, has checked our English, for which 









The Church Slavonic books in Gothenburg University Library (GUB) have 
been catalogued according to the subject but not the language. Since many 
of these books are rare and of great interest to scientists in the field of 
Slavic studies – and to GUB itself – it was considered worthwhile to 
compile a Catalogue of the books in Church Slavonic. 
Two of the books are manuscripts, the other 14 are printed. There may 
exist more unknown old Slavonic books in the South West of Sweden, for 
instance, in private collections or old libraries – such as the Hvitfeldtska 
School Collection, from which two copies are included in this Catalogue, 
or Skara Stifts– och Landsbibliotek, which also owns two of the books in 
the Catalogue. The only way to find Church Slavonic books in GUB is to go 
over the accession register from 1897 onwards – a task still in progress! 
Some of the books, though printed late, in the 19th c., have been included 
as testimony to other spiritual life alongside the State Church. 
The majority of these Slavonic books in GUB were acquired in 1958 by the 
former Head of the Department of books in foreign languages, Erik 
Mesterton (1903–2004), a well-known literary man and translator of, inter 
alia, T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land. The books have a stamp, ???????????, 
and pricing, from 2500 roubles to 60 roubles. Eight books in the Catalogue 
were bought by Mesterton in August–September 1958 at Mosknigtorg, the 
antiquarian bookshop in Moscow, together with other 282 titles, for 
18,855.55 r., for which Mesterton received SEK 9,767.17, exchange rate 51.8, 
from the then Gothenburg City Library (Voucher 1194, 1958). The most 
expensive acquisition was the Ostrog Bible, which cost 2,500 r., equivalent 
to 1600 ? today. 
The books have been entered in the Catalogue under the title found in the 
accession register; other known titles are given within square brackets. The 
descriptions have been entered in chronological order. When no informa-
tion has been found in the bibliographies available to us, or the informa-
tion found does not agree with the examined copy, or in case of a unique 
copy such as the Prayers, the contents have been described extensively, for 
example the Ostrog Bible, Psalter, Skitskoe pokajanie, the two Ustav and 
Cvetnik. Since many of the books are defective or information about them 
is scarce, the descriptions are rather circumstantial. A summary of the 
main findings – or unanswered questions – is therefore provided for some 
of them. 
The watermarks have been copied by hand with help of FOLS Fibre Optic 
Light Sheet. Since most of the codices are in octavo and one even in 
sedecimo, few of the watermarks have been copied in toto. Accordingly, the 
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watermarks are presented in their fragmented pieces. Not all the marks 
have been identified – it is to be hoped that specialists in this field can 
study them and, possibly, contribute to our knowledge of the watermarks. 
Since the Catalogue will appear in an electronic version at Gothenburg 
University Library (https://gupea.ub.se), it is always possible to add new 
information to it. 
This Catalogue should be seen as a preliminary draft, since some unknown 
Church Slavonic book may be found as we continue our search. We hope 
to upgrade the pictures in the electronic version. 
Finally, a word about dual authorship. Our individual interests and pre–
occupations have turned out to be complementary rather than contra–
dictory. We have both worked in our fields of specialty across the material 
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2°, ff. 227 
Literature: Varpio 2005. 
 
Codex 
Gatherings. No signatures. Gatherings 
31. I:1–6 II:7–9 III:10–13 IV:14–23 V:24–
30 VI:31–38 VII:39–46 VIII:47–54 
IX:55–62 X: 63–70 XI:71–76 XII:77–85 
XIII:86–93 XIV:94–101 XV:102–09 
XVI: 110–15 XVII:116–25 XVIII:126–31 
XIX:132–39 XX: 140–48 XXI:149–56 
XXII:157–62 XXIII:163–69 XXIV:170–
77 XXV:178–85 XXVI:186–93 
XXVII:194–201 XXVIII:202–09 XXIX: 




Folio: 297?197 [top]/192 [bottom], binding: 345?210. 
Layout 
Single-columned script of 23 ll. within a field of 223?140. 
W/m 
A boar in two variants, w/m 1, 2, dated to 1594 (Mare? 1987, nos. 382, 383, 
Moldova), the smaller boar alone to 1615 by a deed of gift (Personal 
information: M. Grozdanovi?-Paji?, Belgrade, and D. Karad?ova, Sofia). 
Very similar boars, nos. 68, 69, are found in a Ruthenian Acts and Epistles 
(Catalogue 2006, no. 19). 
No. 1    Evangelium 
Gothenburg   Paper: 1594–1615 






One Moldavian hand, except the last two and a half ll. on f. 121, the low 
marginalia included. 
Ink 
Brownish black Indian ink and red ink, for example, in all full stops. 
Illustrations 
Four headpieces, preceding the Four Gospels. The headpieces reflect the 
style found in the early-printed books: vases, fruits, acanthus leaves. Gold 
has been used in the headpieces, the four lombards and in the heading to St 
Matthew, fig. 1. High ligatures precede the Four Gospels and ten more, 
lower ones, the other chapters, as prologues and lists of readings. 
Binding 
Wooden boards covered with khaki-coloured velvet and adorned with 
metalwork: on the front a medallion representing Christ on the Cross with 
two figures at the foot of the Cross, and six stars. In the corners, the Four 
Evangelists and their symbols, figs. 2, 3. At the back: a star and a crescent, 
fig. 4. Of the two clasps, the upper is missing. 
Inscriptions 
In the upper margin of f. 227, a note in metallic ink can be deciphered as ?? 
?????. 
Condition 
The leaves are loose in the binding and well thumbed, in particular the first 
and last ten leaves and the beginning of the Gospels. Drops of wax and rust 
occur, worm holes in the four last gatherings. Signs of earlier restoration 
are evident, the corners of the first 14 ff. and the hinges of the two outer-
most sheets have been restored. The margins have been trimmed, since 
parts of the letters marking the lectures are missing. Two leaves, f. 194 and 
f. 201, have been misplaced, and some ff. are missing at the end. Under the 
front paste-down paper, a waste paper with German printed text is seen. 
Contents 
f. 1: ska÷1anıe prıeml1üqee vxsego l1éto 
f. 1v16: ska÷1anıe 5eöe na vxsóäkx d0nx dl1xönoe g0lti 5e¯lıe 
f. 8v6: the Chapter Table to St Matthew 
f. 10: the Prologue of Theophylact 
f. 12: the Gospel of St Matthew 
f. 69: the Chapter Table to St Mark 
f. 69v19: the Prologue of Theophylact 
f. 71: the Gospel of St Mark 
f. 107: the Chapter Table to St Luke 
f. 108v: the Prologue of Theophylact 
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f. 109: the Gospel of St Luke 
f. 169v1: the Chapter Table to St John 
f. 169v16: the Prologue of Theophylact 
f. 172: the Gospel of St John 
f. 217v: the Menologion: Sob1ornikx 0vˆ m∑c”e ska÷1Üä gl«a 
f. 2253: Pericopes for the pre-Fast weeks: nΔe §' myt1ari &i faris1e§i 
f. 225v15: ska÷1anıe s»Ü†am≈ &i nΔel”ä s0tgo p1osta 
f. 226: Gospels for Every Need, without the heading and the first Gospel  
f. 226v: Pericopes and Tones for Sunday Matins 
f. 227: the colophon: sıü kn1igÜ spisﬂa r»a \ b0öıi Í 0ˆ'“a ÷ r1ybot˚ˆ \ ù'c0i å∑tnıi 
bl∑v1ite \ 5a ne klxné\te… 
The scribe’s information refers to the monastery at Rybotycze on the 
northern slope of the Carpathians near Przemy?l, where books were copied 
at the end of the 16th c. 
Menologion 
Three Serbian saints: St Sabas, January 14th, Simeon the Serbian, February 
13th, and Arsenius, Archbishop of Serbia, October 28th, are included in the 
Menologion as well as two Athonite saints, Peter of Mt Athos, June 12th, 
and Athanasius the Athonite, July 5th. 
Orthography 
Middle-Bulgarian traits, e.g. medially after the liquids, the back half-vowel 
in 80 per cent. The front and back half-vowels alternate freely in final 
position. The big jus´ found only six times, initially replaced by the little 
jus´ in 69 per cent. The ipf 3rd pl often: -hμ… Frequent accentuation marks. 
Language 
Sparse East Slavonic features, e.g.: be÷ ro÷1Üma, r1ost‡Ü; s1obé, t1obé; G sg -ogo, 
-evo. Ukrainian/Ruthenian features, e.g.: -womμ, -qomμ often; sparsely: the 
interchange g/h, y/i, v/u, e/i, é/i. Accentuation marks display a non–
Russian columnar pattern, described in Ruthenian dialects. 
Provenance 
Acquired after the First World War from a Hungarian football coach, who 
‘found’ it in a church, in which he was billeted during the battle of 










16°, ff. 156. 
Codex 
Gatherings 
Without beginning, I[2]4–II6, III8+1, 
IV[1]3[1]1, V4, VI7, VII6, VIII4, IX6–XI6, XII4, 
XIII6–XVIII2[2]2–XIX6, XX2, XXI6–
XXII4[1]1 XXVIII6, XXIX1, without end. 
Traces of ff. (without foliation) between 
ff. 19 and 20, 22 and 23. Original 
numbers written by the main hand [A] 
for gatherings VI–XXIX, 0a–k0d; a 
misplaced gatherings number 0d on f. 145, 
already numbered as k0v on f. 144. 
Foliation 
Modern foliation, probably from the 
restoration in 1951, 1–6 on ff. 144–149 
and 1–4 on ff. 150–153. New foliation 1–
156 in 2007. 
 
Size. Folio: 105?60, binding: 113?63. 
Layout 
Single-columned script. Hand A has followed a systematic layout: 13 ll. in a 
frame of 72?38, while the other hands had none; hand B col. breadth 45, C 
and D 40; no. of ll. 13–22; some ff. have both upper and lower margins, 
some only the upper, in still others the whole available space has been used. 
Different headpieces at the beginning of the prayers [hand B] and stihiry 
[hand A]. Running titles in the whole part written by hand A, on ff. 29v–
156v, fig. 7. 
W/m 
W/m on some of the ff. that have been written by hand A (ff. 28–158) and 
hand B (11–13, 20–23). 
Coat of arms of Amsterdam, w/m 5–8, is similar but not identical to w/m 
from the late 17th century to the first half of the 18th century (Klepikov 
1959: 316, Tromonin 1965: 15, no. 545/XXXIX, cf. no. 977–979, Kamanin and 
No. 2    Prayers 
Skara    Late 17th/18th century 




Vitvic’ka 1923: 106–108, no. 73–114, Laucevi?ius 1967: I. 19–29, II. 175–176, 
no. 51–64, Geraklitov 1963: 36–40). 
Letters, w/m 3–4. 
Maltese Cross, f. 145, height 10 mm (not reproduced), cf., Kamanin and 
Vitvic’ka 1923: no. 975. 
Hands 
Four hands, unaccentuated skoropis: hand A on ff. 28–158v, fig. 7, hand B 
on ff. 1–13v, fig. 5, and then hand B again on ff. 20–23v, fig. 11, hand C on ff. 
14–19v and hand D on ff. 24–25v, fig. 10. Hand D made the correction 
added on f. 9: l. 10 and f. 13: l. 14. It was also hand D that wrote the two 
folios, later taken away, that were placed between f. 19 and f. 20. There are 
two ff. written in Greek, ff. 26–27, that have been cut away and only single 
letters can be seen today. 
Ink 
Black (hands B, C and D and the Greek text on ff. 26–27) and brown (hand 
A, the inscriptions in Swedish on f. 13v, 158v). Red initials on ff. 1–13, 20–22 
(hand B). 
Illustrations and decoration 
Red initials, figs. 5 and 11, in the part written by hand B, decorative frame 
on ff. 28–156v written by hand B, fig. 7. There are 17 different headpieces in 
the part written by the main hand [A] and in the part written by hand B. 
The headpieces are placed at the beginning of the prayers, and the 
beginnings of stihiry, from the Birth of Christ to Easter. The headpieces 
reflect the style known from early printed books, fig. 6. The running titles 
on ff. 28v–156v have decoration at the beginning and at the end of the 
running title, fig. 7. 
Binding 
Completely new binding made 1958, brown leather on card, 113?63, without 
clasps. 
Inscriptions 
Single letter N f. 3, förlåt mig ‘forgive me’ in Swedish, in the lower marginal 
of f. 13v, fig. 8, and the name Jonvid Jon[…] by the same hand, in the lower 
marginal on f. 156v, fig. 9, ???? f. 113v. Scribbles on ff. 4v, 23v, 90. 
Condition 
The beginning and the end of the manuscript are not preserved. The 
manuscript has been restored at least four times and supplemented with 
new folios during the first three restorations. The main hand [A] wrote 
first the largest part of today’s manuscript, the Festal Menaion, with 
numbers for the gatherings. Then some more folios have been added at the 
beginning of the manuscript by hand B that wrote the prayers, beginning 
with a morning prayer and ending with the last evening prayer. Then hand 
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C has added some ff. with evening poklony, placed within the ark, written 
by hand B. Hand D has added four ff. and made severe corrections on the 
ff. written by other hands. 
 Part of the two folios, cut off between f. 19 and f. 20, is still seen in the 
hinge. The Greek text in the hinge of ff. 26–27 probably originates from 
paper cut for the book when it was composed. 
 There are obvious traces from trimming off the upper and lower margins 
on the folios written by hands B and C. 
 The manuscript was restored in Gothenburg, in Landsarkivets i Göteborg 
Bokbinderi, in 1951 and ff. 153–156 were repaired and a net was glued under 
the paper. 
Contents 
ff. 1–1v Without beginning, most probably part of a morning prayer 
to The Lord [molitva .0i. na utren≈]. Explicit: … ı paki 
porabotati \ tebé, be⁄lénosti town∑' \ ˆ?k'öe porabotah≈ 
pre\öde satané lestnomÜ, \ naıpaåeöe porabotÜe \ tebé g∑dÜ 
bgÜ moe … 
ff. 1v–3 mlt¨va ¨ˆ sv¨tmÜ \ 5ag¨giÜ [sic!] hranıtelü 
ff. 3–3v mlt¨va ¨aˆ pr∑tei bΔce 
ff. 3v–4 Beginning of polÜnoq≈nica. Without beginning, a shorter 
version only with beginnings of the texts. 
f. 4v Blank, with many scribbles. 
f. 5 mltvy · Instruction to the beginning of the morning prayers. 
Incipit: no [sic!] sonx gredÜqi, \ noåalÜ byvwÜ ütŒrtnym≈, \ 
po *åe n¨wx g¨li \ pom¨lÜ n∑a g∑di 
ff. 5–5v mlt¨va .¶a. \ kx b¨gÜ , *cÜ 
ff. 6–6v mlt¨va vtoraˆ? \ kx b¨gÜ , *cÜ 
ff. 7–8v ¥¡m'litva \ .¨g. \ kx b¨gÜ , dÜ¨hÜ  svto 
f. 9 ¡¥m¡¥'litva tretxeˆ? 
ff. 9v–10 ¡¥mol££itva p?toˆ? 
ff. 10–11 molitva ko pr∑te bΔce 
f. 11 m5amitva [sic!] kx pr∑te bΔce 
f. 11 molitva 5ag¨glÜ \ hr#anitelü 
f. 12 kondakx to the Holy Mother of God. Incipit: vo⁄branoe 
voevodx pobé\dıtelnoˆ? ˆ?k' ı÷xb«a\wesˆ? * ÷lyh≈ 
blΔg'\da√stvenoˆ? v∑'vısÜem≈ ti \ rabi tvoı bΔce 
20
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f. 12 A short hymn to the Mother of God. Incipit: pre∑lavnoˆ? 
pri∑no dv¨' \ bΔce mr0iˆ? 
f. 12 A short hymn to the Mother of God. Incipit: vse Üpovanıe moe 
k tebé \ v'⁄lagaü m¥t¥i bö≠iˆ? 
f. 12v A short hymn to the Mother of God. Incipit: bΔce d¨vo ne 
pr⁄eri mené grew≈\nago, trebÜüqago tvoeˆ? \ pomoqi  
f. 12v Prayer of St Joanicius. Incipit: Üpovanıe moe '¨cx pribé\öiqe 
f. 12v The end of the morning prayers. Incipit: slava i n¨né g∑di 
pomı\mÜi [sic!] 
ff. 12v–13v Completion of the evening prayer. Incipit: vlΔko ålv≠kolü»åe 
neÜöelı \ mi 'dr≈ sei grob≈ \ bÜdétx 
ff. 14–17v Evening poklony. vsesiﬂnymi ti mlt≠vamı \ po“  .∞a.\  pr∑ta 
vlåΔca bΔca \ primi sie maloe mo\lénıe … \ p≠o .. 
vsä nbn∑yä åinY \ ser#afimi ı herÜvimy \ pre∑toli gd∑≈stvıä  
… \ pokl≠nx 
st0y veliıki ı'#anné prŒåe \ pretxteåe ı kre∑titelü… \ pokl≠nx 
st≠y bö≠i apo∑toli \ prc≠y . mån≠cy . svt≠ıtelıe \… \ poºn≈ 
st0y ıo#anné ÷lato∑Üte \ ˆ vasilıem≈ velikimx. \ grigoriemx 
bg≠oslovomx. \ ı åüd'tvocemx [sic!] nik'la’e  \ i so vsemi 
st≠ymi \… \ poºn≈ 
st0y trıe svt≠elie r'si\stiı mıtr'polıty ı ki«e\ski petre 
alehée [sic!] i'no . st≠ymi åüdotvo\rnymi stro∑tote√pcY \ 
r's∑ikimi kn≠÷i rama\nomx ı d|¡'vydom≈ . ı st”y \ vld≠merom≈  
\… \ p“o 
prepΔbn [sic!] . i b¯on∑oni oΔcy [sic!] \ antonı fe'dosi efimiı \ 
feokxt∑ite savo 6¡onÜfx\rie va√sonÜfrie pa6¡isie \ pavlé 
prepr¤'sty \… \ p“o 
preΔpxni . ı bg≠on∑oni \ 'c≠y n≠wi #antoni ı fe6¡o\dosi peåer≈sci 
. \\ s preΔp≈nymi svoımi Üåenı\ki nıkonomx vo#arxlam”¡o \ 
stefanom≈ ısakiem≈ \ moıse#'m≈ ıo#annom≈ mno\gostradﬂanymx 
\… \ p“o 
po prebl¨goslanené [sic!] vlåΔce \ nawe bΔce i pri∑nodv≠y \ 
m¨riı \… \ p“o 
vs? st≠y? öeny miron'\sicy . må≠ncy preΔpbni¥¡i . \ dv≠y 
hr∑tvi \… \ p“o 
nepobédımoä ı nep∑otiöimo? \ ı böe∑tvenoä sila å∑etna\g' ı 
öivotvor?wego kre\sta . g∑n? \… \ poklon≈ 
21
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pr∑eta? vlåΔca bΔca \ 6¡Üpovanıe vsemx hrt∑iä\nomx \… \ pokl≠nx 
s≠ty #ap≠le hranitelü mo6¡i \ pokry m? krylom? tvoeä \ blg≠sti 
. \… \ p“o 
pr∑'veti moı 6¡'åi hr∑te \ b¨öe . da ne kogda ÜstnÜ\ v smertx . 
\… \ p“o 
f. 17v Incipit: slava \ ÷#astÜpnikx d¨wi moeı bÜdi b¨öe 
f. 18 Incipit: i n¨né \ pr∑elavnÜe hr∑tvÜ bö≠iü \ mtr≈ 
ff. 18–18v Incipit: toö≈ \ da vo⁄kre∑nx tx . b¨gx i ro\stoåatxs? vra÷i ego 
The text is without end, the last part being kre∑tx svoı åe∑tnY . \ 
na prognanıe vs?kog' \ sÜpo∑tata. 
f. 19 prΔenomÜ tropar≈ \ glas≈ 0i 
f. 19v ko“dak≈. Incipit: å¥¡totoü d¨wevnoü b¨öe \ sveteno vo'rÜöıvs? 
ff. 20–21v molitva . \ svt0mÜ ıo#annÜ prΔeteåi 
ff. 22–22v mamotva [sic!] pr∑ete bΔce 
f. 22v ¥¡mol6¡itv#a kx g∑dÜ \ nawemÜ ˆis¨Ü hr∑tÜ 
ff. 23–23v molitv#a \ ¥¡' sv¥¡ty nikolae ÜgoΔnıåe 
ff. 24–24v trop√a n6a Üséknoveni6e \ åt∑ny glavy ˆoanna \ pr∑tåi ... gl∑a .¨v. 
f. 24v . kandakx [sic!] .gl∑a .0e. Incipit: prΔteåevo slavno6e 6Üsé\knoveni6e 
f. 25 trop√a st¨omÜ velikom≠ånkÜ \ kirikÜ ... gl∑a .¨d. 
ff. 25–25v kondakx .gl∑a .0d. Incipit: ÷vé÷da svétla?. nepre\lestna 
mirovi. so\lnca hr∑ta 
f. 25v tropar≈. s≠ty? veliko\m≠åncy 6Ülity gl∑a .¨d. The text has been 
interrupted, two ff. have been cut of.  
ff. 26–27 Traces of different hand, writing most probably in Greek, can 
be seen on the remaining of the ff.  
ff. 28–64 Festal Menaion 
ff. 28–28v tropar≈ preΔpra÷ne.\stvÜ. [sic!] roödestva. \ ˆsÜsa hr∑ta 
ff. 29–32v Vesper Service: s¨thery n#a r¥¡'öde\stvo g∑da b¨ga ı sp¨sa \ naweg' 
ıi¨sa hr∑ta \ gl∑a ¨v. 
ff. 29v–40v Running title: st¨hery \ na roØdestvo, with some orthographical 
variations. 
ff. 32v–33 slava . ı nné \ gl∑a . ¨ç. Incipit: avgÜstÜ edin¥¡'\noåalxstvÜéqÜ 
[sic!] \ n#a ÷emli . mnog¡¥'\n#aåalne ålv¨kom≈ preΔsta . 
ff. 33v–34v n#a lıteı st¨hry . gl∑a .¨ç. 
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ff. 34v–36 na∑tihovxne 
ff. 36v–37 slava ı n¨né gl∑a 0e \ 
ff. 37–38 slava ı n¨né toıöe \ p¡¥'lıele séda“e gl∑a .¨d. 
ff. 38–38v po pe√v' kafi\÷me sédalenx . \ glasx 0a. 
ff. 38v–39 po vtoroı kafi⁄me \ sédalinx gl∑a ¨g. 
ff. 39–39v er¨ms≈ ¨ƒ p∑enı per≈\vago tvor≈ca 
ff. 39v–40v irmosx with pripévy. ermosx . vtarago. \ tvor≈ca 
ff. 41–42v st¨ıhery na b¨gaˆ?vx\lenıi g∑da b¨ga ı sp¨sa \ n¨wego ıi¨sa hr∑ta. \ 
glasx ¨v 
ff. 41v–44v Running title: st¨hery \ na b¨go?vlenı?, with some 
orthographical variations. 
f. 43 slava ın¨né gl∑a ¨ç. \ prislonılx esi gla\vÜ 
ff. 43–43v ... ns∑tıhovxne ... \ ... gl∑a 0i ... 
f. 43v ... ÷apevy ... Incipit: videwa t? v¥¡'dy \ bö¨e vıdewa t? \ vody 
ı Übo?wes? 
ff. 44–44v slava ˆ n¨né gl∑a .¨ç. Incipit: ko glasÜ v'pıü\wego [sic!] v 
pÜstın¥¡Y. \ Ügotovaıte pÜt≈ \ g∑d≈. 
ff. 45–48v stihéry . \ na ∑tretenıe g∑da b¨ga . \ ı sp¨sa \ naweg' ısÜ¨sa . \ hr∑ta. 
gl∑a ... Explicit: po dev?toı pesni prˆ\pevY \ bΔce d¨vo . 
Üpovane\e [sic!] hr∑ti?nomx 
ff. 45v–48v Running title: st¨herY \ n∑atretenıe, with some orthographical 
variations. 
ff. 49–50 stihery . na pra÷nıkx \ vhotx [sic!] . v¥' ıerÜsalımx \ glasx ¨ç  
ff. 49v–50 Running title: vhodx \ vo erÜsalım≈ 
ff. 50v–51 stihery st0y? p?\des?tnıcy gl∑a .¨d.  
ff. 51–54v Running title: st¨ıhery \ p? Δdes?tnıcy [sic!], with some 
orthographical variations. 
ff. 51v–52 gl∑a .¨v. 
ff. 52–52v .. slava ı n¨né gl∑a .¨ç. 
ff. 52v–54v . n∑atıhovne, glasx .¨d ... 
ff. 55–57v st0hry na pre¥¡'bra\öenıe g∑da b¨ga ısp¨a\ sa naweg' ısÜsa hr∑ta \ 
gl∑a .¨d. 
ff. 55v–57 Running title: st¨hry \ na b¨go?vlenı?, with some 




ff. 57v–58 Running title: na pre¥'braöenı? \ na pre»'röenı?. 
ff. 58v–59v Running title: st¨hry \ na pre»oröenı? 
ff. 58v–59v . nastıhovne slava \ ı n¨né . 
ff. 60–61v st0hry na Üspenıe pre\s¨ty? bΔcy gl∑a .¨d. 
ff. 60v–63v Running title: stˆ¨hry \ na Ü∑penı?, with some orthographical 
variations. 
ff. 61v–63v slava ı n¨né . \ gl∑a 0i. [instead of 0a]. 
ff. 64–64v stihery vedenıü \ presty? bΔcy gl∑a .#¡a. 
ff. 65–95 Short Octoechos 
ff. 64v–65 Running title: st¨hry \ gl∑a .#¡a. 
ff. 65v–68 Running title: gl∑a .#¡a \ gl∑a .#¡a. 
ff. 65–68 Sunday stihera, Tone 1, without title. 
ff. 68v–69v st0hery vo∑kre\sny gl∑a ¨v. 
ff. 69–71v Running title: gl∑a .¨v. \ gl∑a .¨v. 
ff. 70–70v b¨gorodıåenx gl∑a 0v. 
f. 70v nasthovne st¨ıhra [sic!] \ .g∑la .¨v. 
ff. 71–71v . bg0orodıåen≈ . \ . slava . ı n¨né . 
ff. 72–73 stıherY vo∑kre∑ny \ .gl∑a. ¨g. 
ff. 72v–75 Running title: gl∑a .¨g.  \ gl∑a .¨g. 
ff. 73v–74 b¨g'ro\dıåenx gl∑a .0g. 
ff. 74v–75 natıhovne [sic!] b¨gor¥¡'\dıåenx g∑la .¨g. 
ff. 75v–77 stihery v∑'kre\sny glas≈ .¨d. 
ff. 76–79v Running title: gl∑a .¨d. \ gl∑a .¨d. 
ff. 77v–78 nastihovxne stı\hera g∑la .¨d. 
ff. 78–79 . sl¡¥ava ı n¨né b¨go\ro g∑dıåenx gl∑a .¨d, placed not before but after 
nastihovxne stı\hera g∑la .¨d. 
ff. 79–79v na∑thovne bΔgo. \ slava ı nné 
ff. 80–84 stıherY voskresnY \ .glasx .0e. 
ff. 80v–84 Running title: gl∑a .¨e. \ gl∑a .¨e. 
ff. 84v–87v stiherY v'skre\sny .glasx .0ç. 
ff. 85–87v Running title: gl∑a .¨ç. \ gl∑a .¨ç. 
ff. 88–91v stiherY v¥¡'∑kresny \ .glasx .¨÷. 
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ff. 88v–91v Running title: gl∑a .¨÷. \ gl∑a .¨÷. 
ff. 92–95 st≠hery gl0asx .0i. 
ff. 92v–95 Running title: gl∑a .0i. \ gl∑a .0i. 
ff. 95v–131v åinx poveåérıe .\ b¥¡'lxwee  
ff. 96–130v Running title: poveåerie boﬂwee  \ poveåerie boﬂwee 
ff. 132–156v poslédovanıe for the Holy Easter 
ff. 132–156v svetÜü veliåi? nedelü p∑ahi. 
ff. 132v–156v Running title: kanonx v∑okresny  \ kanonx v∑okresny, with 
some orthographical variations. Without end: f. 156v is the 
beginning of Easter stihera. 
Orthography and language 
East Slavonic orthography. 
for [ja], both etymological ja and ja from ä were used by hands A and 
B (fig. 11). This letter was typed as ˆ? in the presentation of the 
contents of the manuscript. 
The front jus ä was used inconsistently by hand C for [ja], both 
etymological ja and ja from jus. 
é is used properly and sometimes as substitute for E: bé÷x–. 
The back and the front half–vowel alternate freely in final position, the 
back half-vowel being used more frequently. 
The name Jesus appears both with one i and with two initial ii, the latter 
being much more frequent. 
Sparse East Church Slavonic features in the whole manuscript, most 
frequent for hand B, eg.: vo÷veseli, toröestvova, prelübadé?nıem≈, 
katoryma, kandakx, vo÷magμ, lμkavoˆ?. Very sparse Ukrainian features for 
hand B. 
Provenance 
Unknown, but may have the same origin as Skara-Ustav [no.  11] and a 
probable connection with the Old Believers tradition. A stamp on the end 
flyleaf shows that the book was taken to Gothenburg, Landsarkivets i 
Göteborg bokbinderi, in 1951 for restoration. 
Summary 
 The beginning of the manuscript (ff. 1–25) contains an ordinary 
prayer book. 
 The text of the Festal Menaion (ff. 28–64). 
 Short Octoechos (ff. 65–95). 







 poslédovanıe for the Holy Easter (ff. 132–156v). 
 Following differences have been observed: 
o polÜnoq≈nica (ff. 3v–4) is without beginning, a shorter 
version only, with incipita of the texts. 
o The text on ff. 18–18v is without end, the last part being kre∑tx 
svoı åe∑tnY . \ na prognanıe vs?kog' \ sÜpo∑tata. 
o The text on f. 25v has been interrupted, because of two missing 
folios. 
o The text of stihera on ff. 78–79 is placed after the text of 
nastihovxne (ff. 77v–78) and not before, as excpected. 
o The end of Easter stihera is missing. 
 The few fragments of the w/m, Coat of arms of Amsterdam, do not 
allow, unfortunately, any secure identification with the correspon-












EARLY PRINTED BOOKS 
I. Books from the 16th century 
 
 
Bible Ostrog 1581 (BOG) 
2°, 9 nn. I: 1–126 [127, 128] 129–224 
[225] 226–276 II: 1–50 (51) 52–68 [69] 
70–89 (90) 91–129 [130] 131–180 III: 
1–18 [19] 20–30 IV: 1–55 [56] V: 1–77 
(8). 
Catalogues and descriptions: 
Stroev 1829, Sacharov 1849, 
Undol´skij 1871, Karataev 1883, 
Sopikov 1904, Kjellberg 1951, 
Protas´eva 1959, Ukrainskie knigi 
1977, Pozdeeva et al. 1980, the 
facsimile edition Biblia sir?? Knigi 
Vetchago i Novago Zav?ta po jazyku 
slovensku. 1581 [1988], henceforth 
FACS, Cleminson et al. 2000, 
Guseva 2003. 
Illuminations and special features: 
Nemirovskij 1985, 2006, Zapasko 1974, Zernova 1947. 
Earlier signatures 
On the paper, pasted inside the front board pencilled: 1738/558, 58/4215, 
????; inside the back board in ink: 2500–, 2500/1738/558 and a stamp 
10?20 mm: M 45–20, pencilled: No 1020, 17.11.58. 
Codex 
For convenience, the codex will henceforth be called BOG. 
Gatherings 
The gatherings are not numbered. 
Foliation 
The same deviations in the numbering of ff. – with continuous text – occur 
in both BOG and FACS: f. 0å in Part II omitted, II: […] 0œi, 0œi, […], IV: 
No. 3      Bible 
Gothenburg     1581 
University Library     Ostrog 
F 16756, acc. no. 58/4215 
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[…] 0g, 0d, 0g, 0ç […]. The deviation in IV is also mentioned by Zapasko (1974: 
136) and Guseva (2003:590). A deviation of the foliation, in which FACS 
does not agree: II: 0a, 0e, 0g. (FACS: 0a, 0v, 0g), no. of f. 0na is missing in BOG. 
Size 
Folio 300?180, binding 320?195. 
Layout 
The Bible text has 50 ll. in two columns. The height of 10 ll. of the different 
fonts accords with Zernova (1947: 57). 
W/m 
Twelve different w/m in 36 variations have been copied, w/m 10–46. The 
date of the w/m is given within parentheses when other than 1581. 
Watermark–albums: Kamanin & Vitvic´ka 1923 (K & V), Likhachev 1994, 
Macjuk 1964, Mare? 1987, Siniarska-Czaplicka 1969 (S-C), Tromonin 1965, 
Laucevi?ius 1967. 
The names of the families with a coat of arms are quoted from Macjuk 
(1964: 38, 45) and from Siniarska-Czaplicka (1969: IX–XI). 
• Axe with crescent, also T?nczy?sky coat of arms: w/m 10–16; w/m 10: 
Likhachev no. 3302, Tromonin no. 396, K & V no. 215; w/m 13: Tromonin 
no. 397; w/m 12: Tromonin no. 398, K & V no. 216; w/m 16: Macjuk no. 61, 
Tromonin no. 393. W/m 10–16 resemble Macjuk nos. 62–64, 67–71, the 
position of the crescent varies most; 
• Horseshoe, Jastrz?biec coat of arms: w/m 17–26; w/m 17: Macjuk no. 93; 
w/m 18: Tromonin no. 388; w/m 21: Tromonin no. 391. W/m 17–25 ? Mac-
juk nos. 45–47, 89–93, Tromonin nos. 602, 603 [1573], K & V nos. 10–19 
and S–C nos. 294–300 [1565–1584], Likhachev no. 3308; 
• Abdank [Habdank]: w/m 27, 32, 33, 44: w/m 27: Macjuk no. 76; w/m 44: 
Macjuk no. 77, Tromonin no. 400; w/m 32, 33 ? K & V no. 163 [1579], 
Tromonin no. 402, S-C no. 221 [1573], no. 222 [1577]; 
• Herburt, angel: w/m 35, 36 ? Macjuk nos. 79–81; 
• Jelita, crossed arrows: w/m 40: Macjuk no. 56, Tromonin no. 404; w/m 41 
? Macjuk no. 54, Tromonin no. 405, S-C no. 348 [1577], ? Mare? no. 1527 
[1571]; 
• Nowina: w/m 28: Tromonin no. 394, w/m 34: = Laucevi?ius no. 1118, 
Macjuk no. 86; 
• Szarffenberger, goat: w/m 29: K & V no. 322 [1579], Tromonin no. 414; 
w/m 30 ? Macjuk no. 96; 
• Dunin [swan]: w/m 31 = Laucevi?ius no. 1000, ? Macjuk no. 74, 
Tromonin nos. 407, 728 [1583], S-C no. 597 [1583–84], K & V no. 338 
[without crown, 1577], ? Mare? no. 325 [1587]; 
• Eagle: w/m 42, 43 ? Macjuk no. 98 
• Unidentified (Macjuk, p. 45), w/m 37, 38, 39 – possibly one and the same 
mark ?  Macjuk no. 103, Tromonin no. 409. 
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 • The monogram ??, w/m 45, on the front flyleaf: Tromonin no. 798 
[1765], no. 1056 [1754], Likhachev no. 3566 [1762], nos. 3567–3570 [1763–64]. 
To sum up, most of the marks are similar to, but not identical with, the 
marks found in albums, which corroborates Macjuk’s conclusion about the 
papers used in the Ostrog Bible 1581, namely, that they vary from copy to 
copy. 
Illustrations 
An extraordinary whole-page illustration is found on the f. 9v nn., fig. 27: a 
coloured xylography, printed on a separate f. and pasted on the empty 
verso side f. 9 nn. The iconography presents the story of the creation, well 
suited to the beginning of Genesis, and consists of six circles or medallions 
in three pairs on a dark background, in each of which God in a gilt halo is 
standing in a landscape. Only six of seven days are presented in the medal-
lions, the Sabbath day being missing. The two lower medallions that 
present the creation of Adam and Eve and that of the animals come in the 
wrong order. The manner resembles the colored woodcut pictures of 
German Gothic style dated to the XV c. (Parshall 2005: 107, 184, 191). 
Pasted miniatures in an Ostrog Bible have been reported by, inter alia, 
Nemirovskij 1985, but they are different from the picture in BOG. 
  The illumination on the title page verso, the coat of arms of Konstantin 
Ostro?skij and Ioan Fedorov’s coat of arms on the last page, f. 0oiv V, 
ending in … M0afpa m∑ca 5avgμs†a 0vˆ d0nä, i.e., 1581 August 12th, agree with 
Zapasko 1974 and Ukrainskie knigi 1977, nos. 748, 747. 
Headpieces 
Headpieces accord in 92 pieces from 84 plates, compared with Zapasko 
1974 and Ukrainskie knigi 1977. Some of the headpieces are upside-down in 
one of the two references or differ otherwise: 
 no. 145 (Zapasko) / 50 (Ukrainskie knigi) in Part V on ff. 0÷ˆ, l0vv, m0÷v, 
n0ƒ. BOG and FACS agree with Zapasko in the first two, and with 
Ukrainskie knigi in the last two; 
 the headpiece on f. 0÷ˆ V, mentioned above, is devoid of some of the 
details shown in the references in both BOG and FACS, fig. 16. 
 the headpiece no. 140 (Zapasko) f. r0ki I, is found on f. r0kg I in BOG and 
FACS. 
 the headpiece no. 51, f. 171v I (Ukrainskie knigi) is also found on f. r0ngv I 
in BOG, while FACS and Ukrainskie knigi have no. 42 on f. r0ngv I. 
Tailpieces 
One of the 17 plates, not reproduced in Zapasko, is the big tailpiece no. 257 
in Ukrainskie knigi, found on ff. rK0÷ II and m0gv IV in BOG and FACS, fig. 
17. 
 No. 266 (Ukrainskie knigi) / 161 (Zapasko) on f. r0Kçv II is upside-down 







 Five illustrations, no. 164 (Zapasko) / 265 (Ukrainskie knigi) on ff. 0sK I, 
0kgv V, 0mE V, 0na V and no. 166 (Zapasko) / 273 (Ukrainskie knigi) on f. m0ƒ 
V are upside-down in one of the two references – BOG and FACS follow 
Zapasko in all five cases, fig. 19. 
Initials 
The reproduction of the initials is sometimes poor; when in doubt, (?) has 
been marked. The initials, available in Zapasko, plates nos. 265–377, are 
found in about 1300 cases in different shapes. When compared with BOG 
and FACS, the following differences are found: i no. 306, f. 0ld IV is  
upside-down in BOG and FACS, the letter i no. 306 in Zapasko on f. k0a II 
is no. 305 in BOG and no. 308 in FACS, i no. 313 in Zapasko on f. r0nçv I is 
no. 312 in BOG but no. 313 in FACS; k, fig. 20, on f. 0K II is not found in 
Zapasko; see also Appendix below. 
Twelve initials, on ff. r0k÷, r0k÷v, r0ki, r0kiv, r0l, r0lv, s0kE I, K0ƒ II [3 initials], 0ƒˆ 
III, n0çv IV, could not be checked since these ff. are missing in BOG. 
Disagreements in the initials between BOG and FACS are: i no. 306 
(Zapasko), f. ka II, i no. 313 (Zapasko), f. r0nçv I. 
Collation with Zernova 1947. Findings where BOG and FACS disagree or 
where BOG, FACS and Zernova’s second type agree, are reported. Zernova 
counts the 8 first nn. ff. as Part I, but in this treatise, the first part of OT 
text, ff. 0a–s0œç is considered as Part I in BOG and FACS. 
Zernova, p. 93, no. 8: f. r0ngv I: BOG: headpiece 3th type, FACS: 4th type; 
Zernova, p. 93, no. 13: f. s0ngv I: FACS has added a vase to the tailpiece; 
Zernova, p. 93, no. 14: f. s0KE I: FACS: two angels, BOG: one; 
Zernova, p. 94, no. 17: f. 0v II: BOG has numbered the f. as 0E, FACS as 0v; 
Zernova, p. 94, no. 20: f. 0ka II: 1st col., l. 1: FACS : division of lóü\di iny…, in 
BOG: lóüdi \ 5iny…; f. 0kav II : 2nd col., l. 9 : FACS : initial i of the 4th type, 
BOG of the 2nd type; 
Zernova, p. 94, no. 22: f. r0vv II: 1st col., l. 41: FACS: initial i of the 3rd type, 
BOG of the 2nd. 
 The collation shows the following differences between BOG and FACS, 
in the 2nd, rarer type in Zernova 1947: BOG has nos. 8, 12, 20, 21, 22, while 
FACS has nos. 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 21, 27. 
 None of Zernova’s examples agrees with BOG, while one, example 5, 
dated 1580, has the variations no. 9, 12, 13, 17, 21, 26, 27 and 28 and 
resembles FACS in six of the variations, although FACS is dated to 1581. 
 Remarkable difference between BOG and FACS is seen on f. k0a II, where 
the two not only have different i initials but also differ in the typesetting: 
BOG 1st col., ll. 49–50 to 2nd col., ll. 1–2: r⁄averze k1amen≈ &i po†e\k1owa 
vod2y, &i po†ek1owa vx be÷vΔon˘y \\ réki… 5ko pomän2Ü sl1ovo s0†oe svoe… 
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FACS: ll. 48–50: ra÷ver9÷e kamen≈ \ &i poRek1owa vody, &i po†ekowa v9 
be÷vΔo\n˘y rék2y… 5ko pomän2Ü sl1ovo s0†1oe svoe \\ nevertheless, the two end 
identically the 2nd col on f. k0a. The f. k0a is a glued-on f. in BOG and, thus, a 
reprint. 
 Another disagreement between BOG and FACS in the initials signals a 
textual difference: t no. 348 on f. 0nv V, [Apostol], G«la, 0d… ÷˚a, s0Kƒ, where 
FACS has the awaited témöe o&˜bo br1a†ıe… while BOG has pr1oåee o&˜bo 
br1a†ıe… This variation appears in a significant part of the edition and 
implies that a f. had to be cut out since it was in the middle of the 
gathering, and a new f. was glued on, cf., Zernova (1947:61). The glued-on f. 
can be verified in BOG. 
Binding 
The wooden boards are covered with leather. Finely tooled decoration can 
still be discerned, although the leather is cracked all over. The front board 
has a central medal in a rectangle with flower-like figures in the corners, 
three points under the rectangle, decorated margins around; the back 
board a lattice of diamonds within a rectangle. 
Inscriptions 
Front flyleaf: except a pencilled ‘Biblia, sir?? knigy vétchago i novago 
zav?ta…’ and, in large and faded letters [ca 25 mm high]:  
??? \ ????? \ ?????[…] , and in ink: ??? ????? ???????????? ?? ???? \ 
????? ????????? ?????? \ ?????? ? ??????? ?????? \ ??????????? \ 
??????? ????????????? \ ? ?????????????? [sic!] ?????? ?????? 
??????????? \ ??????, fig. 12. 
 F. 3v nn.: note covered by scribbles. 
 There are earlier inscriptions in the lower margin ff. 5–8 nn., covered by 
strips of paper: f. 5: ??? ????? ??????, f. 6: […] ??? […], f. 7: 
?[…]???[…]???, f. 8: ???????? ?? ???????? ???? ?? ??????, fig. 13. 
PART I 
f. 0a I, right lower corner: ??? 0E ? 0d \ ???? 0v \ ????? ?? \ fig. 14. 
f. 0vv I, left margin: ??, f. 0g I, left margin: ???? ??? […]\ ? ??? ??\?? 
f. 0dv I: ???? \ ????? \ ?????????? ????, f. 0nd I : ?? ???????, fig. 25, 0ndv: 
??? ?????? ?[…]??, f. 0nE I : ?? ????? ????, fig. 24, f. 0ni I : ???? ????, 
f. 0K I: ??? ???????, f. K0i I: ???, ff. 0rEv–0rç I: ????? 0a \ 0v \ 0g \ 0d \ 0e \ 0ç \ 0÷ \,  
f. 0vˆ I: [Latin letters!] REWEKA, f. 0nvv I: ?? 0l \ ?????? 0ƒ\  
f. r0lE I: note covered by scribble, 
f. r0œE v I: ??????, r0åa I: ?????? ????\??? ????[…]\ ?? ?????, 
f. s0l÷v I: ?? ?????? \ ?????, f. s0liv I: ?????, f. s0mv I: ???????\????? [sic!],  
f. s0mdv I: ?????, f. s0gˆ v I: ?????, f. s0ng I: ??????? \ ?????? \ 1812 \ ??????? \ 





f. 0a II: ????, f. 0kgv II: ??∫  , f. k0ƒv II: ????? \ ?????????, f. 0lv II: ?? ?? ?\ 
???????, f. 0nƒ II: ???, f. 0K II : ???????, f. K0a II: ???, f. K0av II: ? ???? ????, f. 
K0÷v II: ??, f. p0g II : ??? [?], f. 0r II: ? ??????, f. r0d II: ???????, f. r0kg II: 
???????, f. r0lE II: ????? […] ?????, f. r0md II: ????? ????? ?? f. r0Knv II: 
0ç, f. r0œv II: 0÷, f. r0œa v II: n, p, po, f. r0œvv II: 0ƒ, f. r0œgv II: 0ˆ, f. r0œEv II: ????, f. 
r0oƒ II: 0vˆ, 
PART IV 
f. 0vv IV: ?????? (?), f. 0kƒ IV: ÷ M ÷; 
PART V 
f. 0kE V: ne[…]\???[…]\?[…]?[…] f. 0lvv V: ?????????? \ ???????, f. K0d V: 
Latin letters: odwicko nusmi (?), 0a, 0v, f. K0dv V: 0g, 0d, 0e, f. K0e V: 0ç, f. K0ev V: 
?é??????, 0a, 0v, g, 0d, 0e, 0ç, f. K0ç V: 0÷, f. K0÷ V: ?? \ ????? \ ?????, f. K0i V: 
[…]ro[…], f. K0iv V: ??? 0a, 0v, 0g, 0d, 0E, 0ç, f. K0ƒ V: ? ?é?? ???lé x \ ????? \ ? 
 (?) ??? ????, f. K0ƒ v V and  f. 0œ V script covered by new margin, f. 0oa V: 
??????? \ ?????, f. 0oav V: ?? Ü???Ü ??? ??????????, f. 0oiv V: 0g ??????? 
?????????? ??[…]. Greek letters ? ?. 
Condition 
The book has been bound again, sometime between 1754–1813, when the 
front flyleaf with the monogram ag has been added. Eight ff. have also 
disappeared, luckily enough not at the beginning and the end. 
 The margins have been restored in some of the first and last ff.: figs. 14, 
15. There are signs of all kinds of wear: drops of wax, tears of the margins 
and water stains, fig. 22, small holes, some of them repaired and remargi-
ned ff., for example f. K0d V, which is repaired in the hinge and the missing 
text completed by hand. The most thumbed ff. are the first ones of the 
whole volume and the first ff. of the Psalms. 
 Small pieces of motley fabric have been pasted on as bookmarks, fig. 23. 
Many passages have been underlined in ink or with red pen. Stems of grass, 
different seeds, thin bits of wood, many hairs, slips of paper with Russian 
or ChSl script occur between ff. 0lgv/ 0ld, Part I, fig. 26. Between the columns 
on f. 0çv IV, fig. 21, f, 0÷ IV, Mt 12, and f. 0iˆ IV Mr 2, a kind of illustration is 
seen. 
 Scribbles are found on ff. nn. 3v, å0E I, r0l÷ I, r0mç I, 0sˆ I; K0d II, K0÷ v II, 
r0ndv–r0nEv II, rK0÷ II; 0lv V. On ff. 3v nn., œ0av V earlier notes have been 
crossed out with ink. 
Contents 
The first 9 nn. ff.: 
f. 1 biblıa sir˚é kn1igy \ v1ethago &i n1ovago ÷avé\ta, po &z1ykμ slovenskμ. \ * 
evr1eiska, vx 5ellin≈skıi 5÷1ykx, \ sed9m2i desätx &i dvém2a, 0bgomμ\drymi 
prev1odniki… preΔöe voploq1e\nıä 0ga 0ba &i s0psa n1awego Í 0ˆs 0ha, 0t 0n \… 
According to Protas´eva (1959: 193), the year is 308, thus, the number 0n in 
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M0t0n in BOG, FACS and Biblia 1914 (1581) stands for 8: 0i léta, na öel1aemoe 
povelénıe p9tolo\m1eä filadel≈fa 0crä &eg1Ipet9ska… \ preved1enago ÷vodμ sx 
tq1anıemx, &i priléö1anıemx &el1ika m1oqno, \ pomoqıü b0öıeü poslédov1asä 
Íˆ &i\spr1avisä. v léto, po voploqenıi 0ga b0ga &i s0psa n1awego Í 0ˆs 0ha… \ M0a0f 0pa 
[1581]… 
f. 9v On the original empty verso side, an illustration has been pasted, cf. 
above: Illuminations. 
Colophon 
ff. ( 0oi–0oiv) V: posleslovie, a prayer by Ioan Theodorovi?, in two columns, 
with a headpiece in both, Greek and ChSl: f. 0oiV, col. 2, ll. 1– f. o0ivV, l. 7, 
after the printer’s coat of arms. 
The colophon corresponds with the description no. 102 in Karataev 1883, 
no. 67 in Sacharov 1849 and  no. 22 in Stroev 1829. 
Provenance 
Acquired by the GUB from Mosknigtorg in 1958 for 2500 r. 
On the number of preserved examples of the Ostrog Bible 
The state of affairs regarding the number of copies of the Ostrog Bible in 
existence has recently been studied by A. Guseva (2003:592) and E. 
Nemirovskij (2006: 5–6). Guseva reports 344 known copies and 5 frag-
ments, while Nemirovskij verified 442 bibliographical descriptions of it and 
located 351 of them, among others, one in Sweden, Uppsala, but none in 
Gothenburg. 
Summary 
 BOG is a defective example of the Ostrog Bible, lacking eight ff. 
 The colophon and the two glued-on ff. indicate that BOG belongs to 
the revised 1581 edition of the Ostrog Bible. 
 The marginalia does not give much information about the 
provenance, since the pasted-on strips on ff. 4–7 nn., hide, probably, 
a text of an earlier owner of the book. 
 The frequent ?? ?????? \ ?????, in the marginalia may refer to 
possible copying of the text. 
 A comparison of the illustrations in literature showed that BOG is 
not completely identical with any of them, a conclusion well in line 
with the earlier findings. The shape of one k–initial and of one 
headpiece has not been commented in the sources available to us. 
 Differences in the typesetting, found also in BOG, have been 
described, but not, to our knowledge, the difference seen on f. k0a II, 
where BOG and FACS not only have different i initials but also 









 The watermarks could be identified in the watermark albums, 
although not all of them were identical, a finding in accord with the 
literature. 
 Notable is the pasted-on full-page illustration on the 7th nn. f. verso. 
 A cursory perusal of the Greek texts of the prologue and the 
colophon reveals that they are not identical with the parallel ChSl 
text, for example, in Ioann Fedorov’s colophon where he states that 
he is a son of the Great Rossia in Greek, but, in ChSl, a son of 
Moscow. The 16th c. Greek text deserves attention, since it has not 
been extensively commented – as far we know. 
APPENDIX: DIFFERENCES IN THE INITIALS 
The initials are not given in Ukrainskie knigi. Since many of the addresses 
in Zapasko differ from BOG, an additional collation has been performed 
with FACS. In the following, in contrast to the Zapasko’s addresses, BOG 
and FACS agree: 
 a no. 265, f. 0md I is on f. 0mdv I; a no. 269 has not been found on f. r0lEv 
I; b  no. 270, f. 0aˆ I is no. 271, b no. 272, f. k0ƒ IV is found on f. k0ƒv IV, 
that on f. m0ç V is on f. m0çv V; b no. 275, f. r0KEv II is not found, v no. 286, 
f. K0i II, col. 2, and f. å0÷v is no. 285; d no. 294 on f. 0ma II is not found; E  
no. 296, f. 0l IV is on f. l0a IV; i no. 306 on f. 0rav II is on f. 0ra II; i no. 
308, f. 0nç I is on f. 0nçv I; i no. 308, f. l0dv is no. 306; i no. 311, f. 0rav I is 
on f. 0ra I; i no. 315, f. 0ˆv III is on f. 0ˆ III; k  no. 319, f. s0œE I is on f. s0œç I; k 
no. 320, f. 0åa II is on f. 0åv II; œ  no. 327 on f. 0lav II is on f. 0lv II; p  no. 
328 on f. s0i I is no. 329; p no. 330 on f. 0kdv II is on f. 0kE II and that on f. 
0nE IV on f. 0nEv IV; s  no. 339 on f. 0Kv I is no. 338 and on f. r0dv II no. 344; 
s no. 340 on f. n0vv V is no. 344; s no. 342, f. 0si I is on f. 0siv I, s no. 342 on 
f. 0kç II is not found; s no. 344, f. r0œƒ II is on f. r0œƒv II; t  no. 349 on f. 
0nƒv II is not found; t no. 348, f. 0nv V is not found; f  no. 352 on f. 0kE III 
is on f. 0kEv III, that on f. 0dˆv IV is on f. 0dˆv V; h  no. 355 on f. 0ki II is on f. 
0kiv II; å  no. 361 on f. 0mdv II is not found;  no. 363 on f. 0kE II is on f. 
0kEv II; ' no. 365 on f. 0Eˆv III is no. 364. 
 Zapasko does not mention v no. 285 on ff. K0i II and å0÷v II at all. He also 
refers v on ff. r0nE, r0nEv, r0Kv, r0Kçv, r0K÷, r0œav, r0œdv II as nos. 286 and 283, 











II. Books from the 17th century 
 
 
Psalterium Gothoburgense (PSG) 
8°, 79+373+10+6: 468 
Stroev 1836, no. 136, Sacharov 1849, no. 
456, Undol´skij 1871, no. 571, Karataev 
1883, no. 585, 587, Zernova 1958, no. 
180, 182, Bachtina 1996, no. 108: 
Moscow 1852 of the Moscow edition 
1645, 445 ff.; no. 155 beginning 20th c. 
of the Moscow edition 1645, 429 ff. 
Notes. Inside the front board: 58/4251, 
on the first flyleaf, upper third: 
Psaltyr´, ???????? ????? 17 ????, 
lower third: a round stamp: 
GÖTEBORGS UNIVERSITETS-BIBL; 
inside the back board: two stamps of 




Gatherings of the four parts are numbered in the middle of the lower 
margin; Part 1: 0a – 0aˆ, Part 2: 0a – 0mE, Part 3: m÷, Part 4: 0mE. 
Foliation 
Part 1: 79 ff. o&˜k⁄a &œ pokl1on˘é: 0a7: 0a–0÷, 0v8: 0i–0Eˆ, 0g9: 0çˆ–0iˆ (0ƒˆ) 0ƒˆ–0kg, 0d8: 0kd–
0kƒ (0l) 0la, 0E5: 0lv–0lç, 00 ç 8: 0l÷–0md, 0÷8: 0mE–0nv, 0n6: 0ng–0g 0ni[sic!], 0ƒ10: 0nƒ, 0ni [2], 
0v 0ni [3], 0K–0Kç, 0 ˆ 4: 0K÷–0œ, 0aˆ6: 0œa–0œç. In gathering 0g, the extra, unmarked f. 
(0ƒˆ) has the last 4–5 ll. of 5œ t1omöe k∑rtn”o ÷n1amenıi: kre\\st1itx g1ordosti 
r1adi …, the rest and the verso side is left empty. 
 In gathering 0ƒ, the Psalters no. 148 RGB (EcatRGB) and no. 182 
(Zernova 1958), both printed October–December 1645 as PSG, have 0ni 
[sic!2], 0ni [sic!3], numbered 582 and 583 in EcatRGB, 582 and 583 in Zernova 
1958. 
No. 4     Psalter 
Gothenburg    1645 
University Library    Moscow 
teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren 
acc. no. 58/4251 
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 The ChSl version of the Catena in Psalmos, C 21, Catena Typus VIII 
(Geerard 1980, vol. IV:198), renders the text almost in full on the pages n0g–
o0a. The odd pagination between n0ƒv and 0K: n0i [2], n0iv [2], 0v n0i [3], 0v n0iv 
[3], gives reason to suspect disorder in the treatises and, sure enough, the 
first treatises of Chrysosthomus, col. 701, Athanasius, col. 704, Basilius, col. 
704, and Gregorius Nyssus, cols 704–705, are interspersed with each other. 
The order of the treatises will agree with the Catena if the pages are read in 
the following sequence: 
1. Chrysosthomus begins on f. 0n÷v, ll. 11–14 and ends on f. 0ni[2], ll. 1–13; 
2. Gregorius Nyssus begins on f. 0g 0niv, ll. 11–15, continues and ends on ff. 
0nƒ, 0K;  
3. Athanasius begins on f. 0ni[2], ll. 13–15, continues on f. 0niv[2], ll. 1–15 
and ends on f. 0v 0ni[3], ll. 1–4; 
4. Basilius begins on f. 0v 0ni[3], ll. 4–15, continues on f. 0v 0niv[3] and ends 
on f. 0g 0ni, ll. 1–14 (of 14 ll./p). 
 In gathering 0aˆ, f. 0œvv is empty, except for scribbles, and f. 0œg begins with 
rubricated vas1ilıä vel1ikag'… ni kíˆäöe bo \ &in1yä kn1igi …, Foreword to 
the Psalms. 
Part 2: 373 ff. ra÷1Ümno da b1udetx, k1ak' naå1a\ti {inokμ §'s1obx p1éti 
Palt1yr≈: 0a14: 0a–0dˆ [f. 0dv engraving of King David], (0v), 0g–0i8, 0ƒ8: 0Kg–0Ki, 0œç 
[sic!], 0ˆ–0li8, 0lƒ8: 0tg–0tƒ, 0t [sic!], 0m–0mv8, 0mg8: (0tlE) 0tlç–0tmç, 0mç8, 0m÷7: 0tK÷–
0tœg. 
Total: 14+ 352 [8?44] +7: 373. 
Part 3:  10 ff. å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti dv1a\nadesät≈ Palmó'vx §'s1ob≈: 
t0kgv to t0lvv. On f. t0ki, a gathering number 0m÷ [sic!] has black spot on ÷, 
probably a correction. 
Part 4: 6 ff. pomóännikx: New foliation after t0lvv: t0m÷–t0nv, gathering 
number 0mE [sic!] on the last printed folio, t0nv. Three empty flyleaves of 
new paper end the book. 
Size 
Folio 180?135, binding 205?140. 
Layout 
The frame for the script: 125?95, 15 ll./p, except gathering 0ç, Part 1, which 
has 14 ll./p within a frame of 117?82. The first folio of the next gathering, 0÷, 
m0E, has 15 ll. on the recto and 14 ll. on the verso side. The height of ten ll. 89, 
cf. fig. 28. 
Running titles. In the Psalms: k∫a and the number of the psalm in the upper 
margin of each f. v. On p0vv, the number is an incorrect 0÷ instead of the 
awaited 0i. The ff. t00nv–t0K÷, the Canon for the Alone Departing: 
predisl1ovıe: ff.t0nv–t0ne; ff. t0nç–t0K÷: kan1onx \ &Ed1ino&Üm1erwago. 
Watermarks 
Parts 1 and 2: w/m 47–67; Parts 3 and 4 have no w/m. 
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Watermark albums: Dianova & Kostjuchina 1988 (D & K), Geraklitov 
1963, Heawood 1950, Tromonin 1965. 
Part 1: w/m 62, 63: grapes, f. 0ˆ, f. 0gˆ: ? no. 309 Tromonin 1965 [1622], no. 
460 [1633], no. 467 [1630]. The w/m 64, 65 on f. 0vˆ and f. 0çˆ are not 
identified. 
Part 2: w/m 47–50: the upper or lower frame of a wreath decorated with 
leaves around a bird (?) on its nest or on a twig, identical to nos. 1103 and 
1104 in D & K, [1644–1646, Menaion], also to no. 1491 Geraklitov 1963, 
[1646, Menaion, Moscow]; w/m 51, 52 a crown and, a lower frame of, 
probably, a coat of arms, w/m 53, 54: unidentified. Other unidentified w/m, 
occurring more seldom, are assembled letters, w/m 55–58 ? to no. 2896 
Heawood 1950 [Amsterdam 1644]; no. 592 D & K [Stoglav 1646] and no. 
596 [Sinodik 1649]; no. 434 Tromonin 1965 [1657], no. 374 [1649–1650]; and 
marks on ff. r0çˆ, r0åa, w/m 59, 60, a foolscap, w/m 67. 
Illustrations 
Engraving 
An engraving, a xylography, presenting King David, 150?100, f. 0dv, Part 2, 
fig. 30, has been pasted on new paper. Close to identical (except slight 
differences in the striped areas of the floor) pictures of King David are 
found (the actual measures are not given in the reproductions) in 
1. Psaltir´ s mesjaceslovom, Moscow Staroobrjad?eskaja knigope?atanija 1911, 
fig. no. 255 (Derga?eva-Skop & Alekseev 2006:747–754, ???. ?. 28-K); 
2. Psalter no. 103 [250] in Uppsala, s. a., but according the colophon, 
printed during the reign of Czar Aleksej Michajlovi? and Patriarch Iosif 
(Kjellberg 1951:30); 
3. the picture of the head of King David and the frame, in all Moscow 
Psalters between 1619–1650 (Sidorov 1951:167, 169); 
4. Psaltir´ u?ebnaja, «Mogilev, 1711», (Derga?eva-Skop & Alekseev 2006: 
fig. 165, ???. ?. 11-K). 
Headpieces 
All the headpieces, except three, are identical and on the same pages as in a 
Psalter, dated 6. XII 1645, (Zernova 1952), the same date as in PSG.  
 Firstly, the headpiece on f. 0a, Part 1 in PSG, agrees with no. 284, which 
has been recorded on p. 2 of the 1st foliation in the Psalter, printed in 
Moscow 1641, the last year when the plate for this headpiece was used in 
Moscow. According Zernova 1952, the headpiece has also been used in 
Menaion September 1619, Trebnik 1623, Slu?ebnik 1627, 1630, 1633 and 1640, 
?in izbranja episkopa 1630, Psalter 1631, 1641. 
 Secondly, there is no headpiece no. 260 in PSG, Part 1, which has a 
continuous foliation 1–79, whereas in Zernova’s description (1958, no. 182), 
there are two foliations, and the headpiece no. 260 is in the beginning of 
the second foliation. 
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 Thirdly, the last headpiece in PSG, Part 3, which begins the Chapter 
å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti dv1a\nadesät≈ Palmó'vx with a new foliation 
from t0kgv, agrees with no. 376, which is known from 1651 on (Zernova 
1952). This finding suggests that Parts 3 and 4 have been added to PSG 
from some other volumes. 
 The decoration in the left margin on f. 0E of the 2nd foliation, on which 
number 0a of the first psalm is placed, is identical to no. 471 and found on 
the same page in the Psalter dated 6. XII 1645 in Zernova 1952. 
 The big headpiece on f. 0E, Part 2, is also identical to no. 67 in Vozne-
senskij’s catalogue 1991 in a Psalter, printed in Vilnius 1799. 
Ligature in headlines 
Three headll.: f. 0E, f. s0dˆ, f. s0li. 
Big lombards 
One red lombard is found in Part 2 on f. 0g, other, black lombards decorate 
the beginning of each of the following 19 kathisma. The lombard v, which 
is at the beginning of kathisma 0g and 0÷, is also on f. t0œa. The big lombards 
are all identical to nos. 487 b, 490 and 491 v, 492 g, 496 i, 499 k, 501 n, 506 
r, 508 t, 509 h, and 540 p in Zernova 1952. 
Flourished red initials 
There are 182 flourished red initials, of which some have been used up to 
six times. 
Binding 
The wooden boards are covered with richly tooled leather and provided 
with two clasps. On the front cover, both above and below the central 
ornament, a rhombus within a rectangle, is the name of the book in 
ligature: kniga 0psalmovaˆa in a decorated frame, fig 31. 
The foredges are coloured bright green, and ornamented in white on the 
head, foredge and tail by scratching off the green colour, fig. 32. 
Inscriptions 
Part 1, left margin f. 0lçv, around the funnel f. 0ov: scribbles; on the empty f. 
0ovv: ı?“a ?sΔ?? ??? ????; ?????ï? ?????; 
Part 2: on the empty verso of ff. s0gˆ: ???? ??∑?? ⁄ˆ ?????? \ ???? ?????? ??? 
?????9 \ ??? ???? ? ?????? \ ????, and some undecipherables; s0l÷: ??? 
????? ?Δ? ???“?; ??????; ?????? ?? ????????? ?? ?? ?????, fig. 34; ∑? 
?????ä? ∑? ???; t0og : ? ? ?  ? ? ? \ ???? ????? ???????????? \ ???? ?????? 
????? ???????? […]. 
f. r0kç in the upper margin: ??? ????? ?????????? ?? ???? […] 
ff. s0li–s0nƒ, lower margins: ??? ?0??? ?????? ????????? ????????? ???? 
??ﬂ???? ?»??? ? ??? Œ? ???? ????Ü ?????? ??????μ ?? ????? ??????. 




f. t0Ki:  ??????????; ff. t0gˆ: ????? ??? ???????. 
Part 3, å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti dv1a\nadesät≈ Palmó'vx §'s1ob≈, 
rubricated notations inserted: f. t0kd, l. 1: v9 0d k∫a; f. t0ke, l. 1: v9 0e k∫a; f. t0ke, l. 2: 
v9 0ç k∫a; f. t0ke, l. 4: v9 0ˇ k∫a; f. t0kev, l. 13: v9 0ƒ k∫a; f. t0kev, l. 14: v9 0ˆ k∫a; f. t0kç, l. 1: 
v9 0i […] k∫a; f. t0kçv, l. 11: v9 0d k∫a. f. t0mçv: ??? ????? ?????????? ???????? 
???????? ?????????, fig. 33. 
Condition 
The Psalms and the Canon for the Departing are much more worn and 
soiled than the rest. The book is also extensively restored; in Part 1, the 
outer margin is of new paper in ff. 0a–0ç, 0i–0ˆi; in Part 2, the outer and lower 
margins are of new paper in ff. 0v where the last two ll. are handwritten, f. 0ç 
with last 8 ll., and ff. 0÷, 0ˆ, 0aˆ with last 5 ll. handwritten, f. 00dˆ with 4 and f. m0E 
with last 3 ll. handwritten; ff k0d, k0E have new outer and lower margins, fig. 
28, in ff l0i, 0m, t0nç–t0Kç the lower corner, in ff 0ng, 0nE–K0v and, especially, f. 
r0aˆ, fig. 29, the lower margin has been restored. 
 In some cases, the missing text has not been copied on the new paper 
used for restoration, as in ff. k0÷, l0g r/v, Part 1. 
Contents 
Part 1. 
For comparison, the corresponding pages are given from four Psalters, 
printed in Moscow: 1642 (no. 536), 1645-09-20 (no. 585), 1645-12-06 (no. 
587) and 1651 (no. 676) from Karataev 1883. N.B. that no. 676 has 16 ll./p, 
the others 15 ll./p. 
ff. 0a–0dv14 
o&˜k⁄a &œ pokl1on˘a, kogd2a byv1a‡ü \ v9 0crkvi &i v k1élı˘ä &i v dom˘é pri\h1odnyä Ìˆ 
&ish1odnyä, pokl1ony, \ &i kogd2a ne byv1aütx… 
PSG ff. 1–4, Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 1–4 and no. 676 [1651] ff. 1–4 
have &uka÷x &o pokl1onahx, while no. 587 [20/10–6/12 1645]: "?? ?????? 9–
?? ??????": naka÷1anıe ko &uåitelemx, which treatise appeared for the first 
time in a Trebnik 1643 (Pozdeeva 1994:102). 
ff. 0E–0çˆ8 
v1édomoöe b1Üdi Ìˆ &œ s1emx… 5ko po\dob1aetx vsóäkomμ h∑rtıóäninμ v1é\dati 
&i÷v1éstno, k1ako lic2e svo2e \ krest1iti kr∑to&obra÷no, Ìˆ 1istovo… \ &i kakov2a 5est≈ 
s1ila k∑rtnago ÷n1a\menıä… &i kol2i vel1iko bö∑tvenoe \ t1ain≈stvo vx sloö1enıi 
p1erstx… \ &i åesò' r1adi naric1aemsä hri\stıóäne… da ne posmé1ütsä ni da \ 
porμg1aütsä n1amx nev1érnıi, \ niö2e da prepróätx n1asx &i po\sr1amätx 
&Eretik2i svo1imi ne\å1istymi, glagó'ly… ÷r1i \ &op1asno vsäkıi poroöennyi 
b1a\neü p1aki bytıòä… 




5œ t1omöe k∑rtn”o ÷n1amenıi 5Eöe \ klad1emx na lic2a svo2ä, maK1imx \ gr1ekx 
p1iwetx vx svo1e±i kn1i÷é \ s1ice… 
PSG ff. 16–(19), Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 16–19, no. 585 [1645-09-20] 
within ff. 1–50, no. 587 [1645-12-06]: within ff. 10–76. 
f. 0ƒˆ–0kEv5 
o&˜st1avx Ò' Palt1yri, kak' d1ol9\öno 5Est≈ 0glati vo vs2e l1éto, * nΔli \ 
5antipashi, 5Eöe 5Est≈ fomin2a, \ &i do *danıä v⁄odv1iöenıä å∑tn1ag' \ &i 
öivotvoróäqag' k∑rt2a g∑dnä… 
PSG ff. 19–25v, Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 20–26, no. 585 [1645-09-20] 
within ff. 1–50, no. 676 [1645-12-06] ff. 5–8. 
f. 0kç–0lgv15 
v s1e±iöe kn1i÷é 0bgodohnov1enné±i \ Palt1yri v9pis1ahomx, * ∞ust1ava \ s0tyä 
sob1ornyä &i &ap∑l≈skıä 0crkve… \ &i * spis1anıä 0st1yhx &œ0cx, Ò' po\kl1onéhx 
÷emn1yhx, 5iöe byv1a\ütx vo 0st1Üü vel1ikμü 0mcμ, s1i\réå≈ vo 0st1yi vel1ikıi 
p1ostx… 
f. l0d 
§' pokl1onéhx vo v1es≈ g1odx na li\tμrgíˆähx… End as a funnel on: 
f. l0çv 
&il2i * &œ0ca d0hovna\g', vx c0rk1ovnomx p1énıi, v9 pr1a\vilo &i v9 åisl2o ne 
vménóäütxsä \no §'s1ob≈ v9 k1élıi da \ &ispravlóäü\tsä… 
f. l0÷v14 
v1édomo öe bo1˜di &i §' s1emx, 5k' \ ne &ispravl1enıü semo2˜ ÷emn1yhx 
\pokl1on'vx vo s0tyi sÍˆi vel1ikıi \ p1ostx… 
f. l0÷v–l0ƒv4 
÷r1ite öe §' s1emx &i Í 0ˆ'1anna dama\sk1ina, 5iöe p1iwetx vx svo1ihx \ 
&i÷loö1enıihx §' pokló'néhx … 
f. l0ƒv8–11 
k semo1˜öe &i sı2e ÷d2é v9p1iwemx \ na ne pokaróäüqihsä c0rk1ovnomμ \ 
pred1anıü, * n1ikonovy kn1igi, \ K0g g' sl1ova, * grad9sk1ag' \ ÷ak1ona… 
f. l0ƒv6–13–m0Ev14 
k semo2˜ 5Üb' ÷d2é &Eq2e vsóäkx \ da ÷r1itx &i vnim1aetx reå1enn”y, \ ne * n1asx, 
no * s0t1ag' 5avvy do\roƒ1eä §' s0t1omx &i vel1ikomx po\st2é… g0letx öe s1ice, vx 
0Eˆ, sl1ové svoeòä kn1igi… &a v9 n1ikonové \ vx 0n÷ mx… 
f. mç–0miv11 
pril1iåno öe o5˜b' ÷d2é ko μtverö1e\nıü napis1ati §' t1omx, k1ak' 
podo\b1aetx b∑ötvenaä pr1avila po vsemo2˜ \ hran1iti, * predisl1ovıä 
sedm1ag' \ sob1ora… 
f. m0iv12–15–0nv12 
v1édomoöe bo1˜di &i §' s1emx, &Egd2a \ ÷1emníˆi pokl1ony ne tvoróätsä, \ 




pod1obnoöe semo2˜ p1iwetx prepod1o\bnyi &œ0cx n1ik'nx v9 svo1e¿i kn1i÷é \ v9 
pätdesóätx sedm1omx sl1ové… 
ff. 0ng–0œa 
sobr1anıe tolkov1aniemx, * ra÷l1i\ånyhx 0st1yhx Ò'0cx &i Òu0åtle±i, \ vx kn1igμ 
Palmó'vx… s1obrano s0q1e\nné±iwago mitropol1ita &iraklí ±ˆiska\go, k1irx 
nik1ity, 5iöe s1irxskıi… \ ska÷1anıe ∞' sté &i pät1idesäti Pa\lméhx… 
PSG ff. 53–71, Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 27–48, no. 585 [1645-09-20] ff. 
1–22, 2nd foliation. 
ff. 0œav–0œv14 
bes1édovanıi §' pervomx Palm2é… … ends in a funnel: ÷akó'nniki, 5iöe 
neåest1ivyi vx \ l1épotμ ÷ov1omi so&˜t≈, gr1é\wnicy &i gμb1iteli… da \ 
v1idimx o5˜b' &i pr1o\åˆE, &i Palm”o \ naå1alo \ … 
ff. 0œg–0œçv 
vas1ilıä vel1ikag'… ni kÍˆäöe bo \ &in1yä kn1igi t1ak' b0ga sl1avätx… 
Karataev 1883, no. 676 [1651]: ff. 12–14 (?). 
Summing up Part 1: PSG 0a–0œç: 76 ff.; Sacharov 1849 no. 456, Karataev 1883 
no. 587, EcatRGB no. 148, Zernova 1958 no. 182 [all four: 1645-12-06] 9+76 
ff.; Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] 48 ff.; no. 585 [1645-09-20] ff. 50+22. 
Part 2. 
ff. 0a–0g ra÷1Ümno da b1udetx, k1ak' naå1a\ti {inokμ §'s1obx p1éti Palt1yr≈… \ 
5aqe, p1opx, reå1etx… 
PSG ff. 1–3, Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642]: ff. 1–3, no. 676 [1651]: ff. 16–17. 
f. 0E (Psalms with headpiece) k∫a 0a davida p0rorka i 0crä p1ésn≈ \ 0Plomx 
dΔvvx, ne §'p1isanx * 5Evr1e±i, 00 a… f. 0vˆ9 kaƒ1isma, 0v… P0l1omx d0vdovx, 0ƒ f. 0çˆ9 
P0l”o, dv0dovx, 0aˆ, f. 0kav3 k∫a 0g… v9 kon1ecx, 5œtroka g∑dnä \ d0vda, 5öe g0la g∑dvi 
sloves2a p1ésni \ seòä, v9 d0n≈ v1onöe &i÷b1avi &Eg2o g∑d≈… \ &i÷ r1Ükx vs1éhx vr1ahx 
[sic!] &Eg2', &i &i÷9 rμ\ki sa1Üli, &i reå2e… P0l1omx… 0÷ˆ… f. 0lg5 k∫a 0d… P0l1omx… d0vd1ovx, 
k 0d… f. 0mgv8 k∫a, 0E… P0l1omx… d0vd1ovx, ne §'p1isanx * \ &Evr1e±i… 0lv… f. 0ngv9 k∫a, 0ç… 
P0l1omx d0vd1ovx, 0l÷… vospomi\n1anıe §' sμbó'té… f. 0K0÷7 k∫a, 0÷… synó'vx 
kor1e'vx… P0l1omx d0vd1ovx… m 0ç… f. 0œiv12 [k∫a 0i] v9 kon1ecx, §' licehx 5Eöe * 
s0tyhx \ o&˜d1alennyhx… d0vdovx v9 stolpopis1a\nıe, v9 negd2a o&˜derö1awa 8i 
&inople\m1ennicy vx g1eƒé… P0l1omx, n 0E… || f. 0piv11 k∫a, 0ƒ… v9 kon1ecx, Pal1omx \ 
p1ésni d0vdovi, p1ésn≈ Í &ˆEremíˆeva, \ &i &E÷ekí ±ˆileva, lüd1E±i priw1el≈\[…]vıä… 
&Egd2a hotóähμ &ishod1i\ti… Pal1omx… d0vdovx, K 0d… f. 0åƒ13 k∫a, 0ˆ… P0l1omx, d0vd1ovx… 
s0nó'vx \ &i §'nad1avovx, &i p1ervyhx pl1énwi\hsä… ne §'p1isanx * &Evr1e±i, 0œ… 
f. 0raˆ1 k∫a, 0aˆ… r1a÷μmx &as1afovx… P0l1omx… 0œ÷… f. r0kE11 k∫a, 0vˆ… m0ltva d0vd1ova 
P0l1omx, 0pe… f. r0lç6 k∫a, 0gˆ… p1ésni dav1ydovy, vx d1en≈ sμbó'\tnyi Pal1omx… 
0åa… f. r0mç1 k∫a, 0dˆ… P0l1omx… d0vd1ovx, 0ra…  f. r0nEv5 k∫a, 0Eˆ… P0l1omx… 0rE, f. rK0Ev7 k∫a, 
çˆ… P0l”o… 0rƒ… f. r0ogv1 k∫a, 0÷ˆ… P0l”o, r 0iˆ… f. r0pç9 k∫a, 0iˆ… p1ésn≈ step1ennaä, r 0ƒˆ… 
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The first nésn≈ stepenna is sung with the psalm no. 119 and the last with 
no. 133 in PSG. 
f. r0åd4 k∫a, 00ƒˆ… P0l”o, r 0ld… f. 0sE3 k∫a, 0k… P0l”o d0vvx k9 golı1afμ, r 0mg. 
In the titles of three psalms, 0å, 0åg, 0åd, the current ne &œp1isanx * 5Evre±i has 
been changed to ne nad9p1isanx * 5Evr1e±i… 
The 151st psalm, ff. s0vˆv–s0gˆ: 
s1e&i P0l1omx d0vdovx, §'s1ob≈ p1i\sanx, &i vn2é åisl2a, vnegd2a &Ed1inx \ br1asä, 
&ub1itx golıóäfa… m1alx b1éhx v9 br1atıi mo1e±i, &i \ §ün1é±iwıi v9 dom2Ü §œ0ca 
moegò' pasóähx &ovc2a &œ0ca moegÒ'… r1ucé \\ mo2i sotvor1iwa §§œrg1anx, &i p1ersty 
\ mo2i sost1aviwa Paltyr≈… &i kt2o \ vo÷vést1itx g∑dvi moem2u; s1amx \ g∑d≈, 
s1amx §usl1ywa… s1amx po\sl2a 5ag0gla svoeg2o, &i &i÷óätx mä \ * p1astvx 5œvåihx 
§œ0ca moegò'… &i \ pom1a÷a mä &El1e'mx pom1a÷anıä \ svoegò'… br1atıä moòä 
dobr2i &i vel1i\cy, &i ne b0lgovol2i vx n1ihx g∑d≈… \ &i÷yd1ohx vxstr1étenıe 
&inoplem1e\nnikμ, &i proklóätx mä 5idoly \ svo1imi… 5a÷xöe &ist1orgx m1eå≈ \ 
* negò', &i §'be÷9gl1avihx &Eg2œ, \ &i *óähx ponow1enıe * sy\nò'vx Ìˆ÷r1ailEvx… 
End P0l1omx… d0vd1ovx… 
PSG ff. 5–213, Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 5–213, nos. 585, 587, EcatRGB 
no. 148, Sacharov 1849 no. 456, Zernova 1958 no. 182: 373 ff., inclusive 
posléslovıe; Karataev 1883 no. 676 [1651] ff. 19-214. 
f. s0dˆ [ligature] p1ésn≈ mois1e'va vo 5ish1odé 0a f. s0çˆ6–7 p1esn≈, 0v ä… \ 
m'&is1e'va, vtor1ag' ÷ak1ona… f. s0ka1 O&˜ m0tre samo1˜ila prŒrka… p1ésn≈, 0g… f. 
s0kvv1–2 p1ésn≈, 0d… m0ltva \ s0t1ag' &avv1akμma pŒrrka… gl«a , 0g… f. s0kdv12 p1ésn≈, 0e, 
s0tago &is1aıi prŒrka… f. s0kç14–15 m0ltva Ì 1ˆ'ny prŒrka… p1esn≈… \ 0ç ä… f. s0k÷11–12 
p1ésn≈, 0÷ ä… \ m0ltva s0t1yhx trı1ehx 5œtrokx… f. s0lv9–10 p1ésn≈, 0i ä, pénıe s0t1yhx 
trı1ehx 5otrkx… f. s0lvv1–2 ∑pé \ pres0t1yä bΔcy, 5Eöe * lμk2i, 0ƒ… f. s0lg6  p1ésn≈ 
÷ah1arıina, &œ0ca pΔrtåeva… 
The nine hymns: PSG: 20 ff.; Karataev 1883, no. 536 [1642] psalmy 
i÷brannye 23 ff. [ff. 214–237]; and no. 676 [1651] i÷brannyä pésni (!) [ff. 
215–235] has 20 ff. with 16 l/p; cf. also Kara?orova 2005: 25–26. 
f. s0ld–s0l÷8–10 po soverw1enıi öe n1ékolikihx ka\ƒ1i÷mx, &il2i vseg2o Palt1yrä, 
i p1ésne±i… 
4 ff., about 6 pages, included in Karataev’s no. 536 above. 
ff. s0li–t0gˆ 
mnogomlt∑ivoE pév1aemo v9 pr1a÷dniki [ligature] 
PSG ff. 238–313: 75 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 238–313: 75 ff.; no. 676 
[1651] ff. 236–282: 46 ff. [16 l/p]. 
f. t0dˆ–t0na 
O&˜st1avx s0t1yhx &o0cx 0bgomx pre\d1annyi, vs1émx hotóäqimx \ p1éti 
Palt1yr≈, v9 molå1anıi öi\víuqimx 5inok'mx, &i vs1émx 0bgoboóä÷nivymx 
pravosl1avnymx \ hristıóän'mx… 
f. t0çˆ mol1itva, 0a… […] f. t0ma m0ltva, 0kä… 
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PSG ff. 314–351: 37 ff., Karataev 1883, no. 536 [1642] ff. 314–351: 37 ff., no. 676 
[1651] ff. 283–317, 16 l/p.: 34 ff. 
f. t0nv–t0ne  
predisl1ovıe predx kan1onomx ÷a \ &Ed1ino&μm1erwago… 
Running title t0nvv–t0ne: predisl1ovıe \ ÷a &edinoμm1erwago. 
PSG ff. 352–355: 4 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 352–355: 4 ff.; no. 676 
[1651] ff. 327–330: 3 ff. 
f. t0nç–t0K÷ 
v1édomoöe bo1˜di… s1ice da po1ewi \ kan1onx s1e±i ÷1a dμwü &um1erwag', \ 
sokrμw1ennymx sΔrcemx &i so sle÷1a\mi… p1ervıe s0q1ennikx g0letx… 
Running title t0nç–t0K÷: kan1onx ÷a &Edinoμm1erwago 
f. t0K÷: on this page in funnel-form end of the canon: rabu 0böıü prest1a\ 
vl≈wemμsä, íÌ √ˆmk… \ v1éånaä p1a\mät≈, \ Øg \… 
PSG ff. 356–367: 11 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 536 [1642] ff. 356–367: 11 ff., most 
probably, since the next and last pages, 368–370, consist of the colophon; 
no. 676 [1651] ff. 330–340. 
f. t0K÷v [without headpiece or rubricated headl.]: 
§k sem2Ü §ubo v1éstn' da […]| po vs2üdμ pravosl1avnymx, […] \pis1ati vx 
sinodik2i * ÷d2é * […] | dwihx k1o g∑dμ &imen2a… poneöe \ mn1o÷i ne 
v1édaütx k1ak' pi[…]| podob1aetx po r1a÷μmμ ÷dravag[…] &μå[…]| nıä… 
p1iwμtx bo n1écyi &i gla\g1olütx; v9pomin1anıähx nik1olμ, \ s1avμ vav1ilμ, 
varn1avμ… t1akoöe \ &i ö1enskag' r1oda &imen2a, m1arıü, \ d1arıü, tatıóänμ… &i sı2e 
n1ést≈ \ ÷dr1avag' r1a÷μma v9 sklon1enıi… \ […] ff. t0Kƒv–t0o: the treatise ends 
with the paradigm in singular, dual and plural of nik1ola, f. t0ov is empty. 
f. t0œa [posleslovıe] 
vsemog1Üqaä &i öivotvoróäqaä \ 0st1aä tŒrca, &i &Edinos1Üq≈\naä, ne 
§'derö1imaä derö1a\va, &i ner⁄adél1imoe c∑rtvo, 5ˆaöe vs1émx 0blg1imx 
vi\n1ovnaä, 0blgovol2i v9 nastoóäqee sı2e \ vr1emä, §' nedost1o±in˘y rab1éhx, 
5ˆaöe so÷d2a rμk1oü svo1eü, &i pro\svést2i r1a÷μmx &i 5œåi serd1eånıi \ sv1étomx 
0böestv2a svoegò', rabo2˜ \ svoemo2˜ &Eg1oöe &i÷br2a, &i &El1e\'mx 0st1ymx 
pom1a÷annomμ, f. t0œav \ 0blgoåst1ivomμ 0crü &i g∑drü, \ &i vel1ikomμ 0kn÷ü, 
&aleK1éü \\ mih1ailoviåi vseòä rμsíˆi samod1erö≈\cμ…  §' &ispravlenıi 
kn1iönomx, \ &i v n1ihx §' sloves2i 5istinnémx… 5Eöe &i÷voö1enıemx 
peå1atniyhx p1i\smenx peå1atati, ko 0sps1enıü d0w1amx \ hristıóän9skag' 
nar1oda mnogoå1isle\nag'… slov1en9skag' &÷1yka, svoeòä vel1ikıä derö1avy, 
vseòä \ vel1ikıä rμsíˆi mosk1ov9skag' c∑rtva, \ &i pr1oåihx g∑dr≈stvx… &i toòä 
pre\s0t1yä tŒrcy &o0ca &i s0t1ag' \ 0dha b0lgod1atıü… po sov1étμöe &i \ po 
b0lgoslov1enıü 6o0ca svoegò' &i 0bgom1o\lca k1irx Íˆ ó'sıfa patri1arha 
mosk1o\vskag' &i vseòä rμsíˆi… &œnx g∑dr≈ \\ f. t0œv povel1é peå1atati vx 
c∑rtvμüqémx svo1emx gr1adé mo\skvé… kn1igμ sı2ü b0godohnov1ennμü \ 
Palt1yr≈… bes1edμetx öe . v9 n1e±i, \ §' be÷naå1alnémx &i ne&i÷reå1ennémx \ &i 
ne&i÷9sl1édovannémx b0öestv2é… \ b0ga &o0ca, &i &Edinor1odnag' s0na &o0ca, \ §' 
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voploq1enıi, &i §' roöd1enıi, &i \ §' strad1anıi, &i §' vosk0rs1enıi &i÷9 \ 
m1ertvyhx… &i §' vo÷nes1enıi 5Eöe \ na n0bs2a sx pre∑åtoü &Egò' pl1otıü, &i \ 
séd1énıi so sl1avoü §' desno1˜ü b0ga \ &o0ca, &i §' sxw1estvıi s0t1ag' d0ha, \ &i §' 
sotvor1enıi v1idimyä &i nev1idimyä tv1ari… &i §' vtor1omx \\ f. t0œvv 
priw1estvıi str1awnag' sμd2a v9 po\sl1édnıi d1en≈, &i §' v⁄od1anıi kom1Üödo \ 
po d1élomx, &i §' vs1éhx b0lgodéóänı˘i. \ &i hv1alahx b0öıihx, 5öe d0vdx 
vo\sp1étx… 5imat≈ öe 0ri P0lmó'vx… \ &i p1ésni prŒr1oåeskıä, &i Palm2y 
&i÷9\br1annyä na vlad1yåni pr1a÷dniki, \ &i s0t1ymx vs1émx… &i po kaƒ1ismahx 
\ tropar2i pok1aänny, &i m0ltvy… &i po \ s1ihx d0wepol1e÷noe pr1avilo, 5Eöe \ 
5Est≈ ÷a &Edinoμm1erwag' do1˜wü, mol1enıe so μmil1enıemx… &i §' k∑rtnomx \ 
÷n1amenıi, 5imöe ÷n1amenaemx lic2a \ svoòä… &i §' pokl1onéhx prih1odnyhx \\ 
f. t0œg vx c0rkov≈ &i &ish1odn˘y &i &iöe v1o s0t1yi \ vel1ikıi p1ostx §' pokl1o˘né… 
naåat1aöe \ b1yst≈ peå1atati sıòä b0god0hnov1ennaä \ kn3iga Palt1yr≈, vx l1éto 
M0÷0rnd… \ m∑ca 5œktäbròä, v9 0k d0n≈ [1645–10–20]. na p1amät≈ \ s0t1ag' 
velikom0ånka &art1emıä… vx 0le \ l1éto b0lgoå∑t1ivyä derö1avy c0rtva, \ g∑drä 
c0rä &i vel1ikag' k0n÷ä &aleK1éä \ mih1ailoviåa vseòä rμsíˆi… soverwen2a \ öe 
b1yst≈ togó'öe l1éta m∑ca deka\bròä, vx 0ç d0n≈ [1645–12–06]… na p1amät≈ 5iöe 
vo \ s0t1yhx &o0ca n1awego nik1oly åüdotv1o\rca… v9 0ae öe l1éto, b0lgoå∑t1ivyä 
derö1a\vy c∑stva, g∑drä c0rä &i vel1ikag' \ k0n÷ä &aleK1éä mih1ailoviåa vseòä 
rμsíˆi… \\ f. t0œgv vx åetv1ertoe l1éto patrıawestva \ &o0ca &Egò' &i b0gom1ol≈ca 
k1irx Í óˆ'sifa \ [funnel:] patrıarha mosk1ovskag' &i vseòä rμ\síˆi… v pohv1alo2˜ &i 
sl1avμ &i \ å1est≈ b0gμ vx tŒrcé sl1avi\momμ, &i pres0t1é±i \ bΔcé, &i \ vs1émx \ 
s0t1ymx, \ &am1i\n≈… 
Part 3.  
f. t0kg [sic!] 
&ist1oånikx, m1ilosti spod1obi \ n1asx bΔce… [sic!] mol2itva, 0kä… \ 
mnogom∑ltivy±i &i preq1edry±i g∑di, \ rekí ±ˆi, pros3ite, &i prı1imete… &i \ 5a÷x 
nad1éäsä tom2Ü sloves2i, po\no1˜dihsä prog0lati Palt1yr≈ sí ±ˆi… \ t2émöe 5aqe 
v9 kot1oromx Palm2é \ &i÷9 grμb1ihx, &il2i s1o drμgomx g0lä \ pr1a÷dnymi 
bes1édami, &il2i vx po\mysl1éhx, prost2i mi, &i vsegd2a \ o&˜g1odn' bo1˜di 
tvoemo2˜ åelovéko\l1übıü, &i spas1i mä rab2a tvoeg2o po \ m1ilosti tvo1e±i, da 
pr1isn' hval1ü \ tä do &i÷dyh1anıä moegò', n1yné \ &i pr1isn' &i v1ovéki 
vé\k1omx, &am1in≈… 
It should be noted, that this text, mnogom∑ltivy±i &i preq1edry±i g∑di, is also 
found on f. t0nav, Part 2. 
f. t0kgv 
å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti dv1a\nadesät≈ Palmó'vx §'s1ob≈: 5ihöe \ poóähμ 
prΔpbnıi &œ0c2y pμst1ynnıi, \ v1o dni &i vx n1oqi: §' n1ihöe vospo\min1aetxsä 
vx kn1igahx &œt1eåeskih9, \ &i vx öitıóähx &i mμå1enıähx s0t1yhx \ mn1ogihx; s1e±i 
öe å1inx prines2e \ * s0t1yä gor2y, prepod1obny±i do\siƒ1e±i, &arh1imandritx 
peå1erskı±i: &&Emo1˜ öe naå1alo s1ice: po &œb1y\ånémx naå1alé glag1olemx […] 




f. t0kçv P0l1omx, 0ra10 [supra v9 0dˆ k∫a] g∑di o&˜sl1ywi m0ltvμ mo2ü, &i v1opl≈ \ m1oi 
k9 teb2é da prı1idetx… m0ltva… manasíˆi 0crä Íˆüd1e±iska… 
f. t0kiv9 […] sl1ava v9 v1y\wnihx… g∑di prib1éöiqe b1yst≈ \ n1amx vx r1odx &i 
r1odx, 5azx r1éhx… \ spod1obi g∑di v9 n1oqx sı2ü b⁄egréh2a… \ t1aöe… m0ltva 
vel1ikag' &Ev9str1atıä… 
f. t0lv, end in funnel: &i n0né… 5iöe n1asx r1adi roöd1e±isä \ * d0vy, &i raspóätıe 
preterp1évx \ b0lgıi… vesx do konc2a… \ t1aöe, g∑di pom1ilμ±i, \ 0l… &i *po1˜stx… 
PSG ff. 323–330: 8 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 676 [1651] ff. 318–324: 6 ff. 
ff. t0la–t0lvv 
* st1aråestva §' kel1e±inomx pr1avi\lé, &i §' mol1itvé 5iöe prodad2e \ 5an0glx 
g∑dn≈ vel1ikomμ pahó'mıi… 
PSG ff. 331–332: 2 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 676 [1651] ff. 324–326: 2 ff. 
Part 4. 
ff. t0m÷–t0nvv 
pomóännikx, &Eg1oöe d1olön' 5Est≈ \ 5inokμ &il2i mirän1inμ na vsóäkx d1en≈ \ 
po skonå1anıi svoegò' kél1e±inag' pr1a\vila, so vsóäkimx &umil1enıemx &i \ 
&us1erdıemx åest2i… 
f. t0nvv The book ends with the following ll.: nakon1ecxöe 0gletx sı2e tr1iödy 
\ pod1aöd≈ g∑di §'stavl1enıe gréhó'vx \ vs1émx pr1eöde *w1edwimx v9v1éré \ 
&i nad1eödi vosk∑rnıä &o0cemx \ &i br1atıämx n1awimx… \ &i sotvor2i 5imx 
v1é\ånμü p1amät≈… 
PSG ff. 347–352: 6 ff., Karataev 1883 no. 676 [1651] ff. 341–346: 5 ff. 
Provenance  
Acquired by GUB in 1958 from Mosknigtorg for 75 r. 
Summary 
PSG is, obviously, a composite volume: Part 1, especially, shows features 
not agreeing with other records of the edition, printed 20th October–6th 
December 1645, the date stated in the Colophon of PSG. Karataev (1883) 
does not give any detailed description of the two editions of 1645 (nos. 585 
and 587), instead no. 536 [1642] and no. 676 [1651] were extremely useful 
for comparison. 
Part 1 has the Òuk⁄a &œ pokl1on˘a, kogd2a byv1a‡ü on the first 4 ff., a treatise, 
which seems to open most of the Psalter editions, including the edition 
printed 14th July–20th September 1645 and the edition of 1651, and not 
‘????????? ?? ?????????’ on the first 9 ff. as awaited in an edition printed 
20th October–6th December 1645. The headpiece on f. 0a, in the beginning 
of Òuk⁄a &œ pokl1on˘a, kogd2a byv1a‡ü was, however, not used later than 1641, 
and may well have been added to PSG from an older edition. 
 An interesting codicological feature, common to the Psalter no. 148 of 
RGB and no. 182 in Zernova 1958, with the same date of printing as PSG, is 
the extra ff., both marked 0ni, 0ni, Part 1, gathering ƒ… In PSG, these extra ff. 
are found in sobr1anıe tolkov1aniemx, ff. 0ng–0œa. 
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 Another divergent feature is displayed by gathering 0ç, Part 1, which has 
14 ll. within a frame of 117?82. instead of the usual 15 ll. within a frame of 
125?95. The first folio of the next gathering, 0÷, m0E, has 15 ll. on the recto and 
14 ll. on the verso side. 
Part 2. In the gathering 0ƒ, instead of the awaited foliation mark K0ƒ, 
between K0i and 0œ, there is 0œç, the text is, however, continuous. 
The number of ff., 373, accords with the descriptions of the December 6th 
1645 edition, in which they also end the book. 
Part 3. å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti dv1a\nadesät≈ Palmó'vx §'s1ob≈ is 
found in the 1651 edition, Karataev 1883, no. 676 ff. 318–324. The foliation, 
however, differs in PSG 330v–323v. Accordingly, this treatise in PSG has a 
different origin from that of the 1651 edition. Of interest is the headpiece to 
the treatise in PSG, not used earlier than 1651. 
Part 4. pomóännikx is also found in the 1651 edition, (Karataev 1883, no. 










2°, 6 + 881. 
Stroev 1836, no. 155 Moscow 1647, 
6+881 ff.; Sobornik Sacharov 1849, no. 
492, printed 1-03-7155–29-06-7155, 
6+881 ff., the description gives 
references to the treatises in the book; 
Sobornik v 70 slovach Karataev 1861, 
no. 565; Sobornik v 70 slovach 
Karataev 1883, no. 625, printed in 
Moscow 1647 [“???. 7155 ?. ????? 1, 
????. 7155 ?. ???? 29, ?? 2–e ???? 
???????????? ??????? ??????????? 
? ?? 6–? ???? ????????????? ??????, 
?? ?????, 6 ? 881 ???. ???????. 
?????. ?? ?????? ??????????. ?? 
????? (???. 875–881): ???????? ??? 
?????????? ????? ?????????.?]; 
Sobornik Sopikov 1904, no. 1389; 
Sobornik v 70 slovach Svencickij 1908, 411 [311] Moscow 1647, without 1st 
and 885th ff.; Sbornik iz 71 slova Zernova 1958, no. 200, Moscow 29-6-1647, 
879 ff.; Sbornik iz 71 slova Pozdeeva et al 1980, no. 408, Moscow 29–VI–
1647, 879 ff.; Sobornik Voznesenskij 1991, no. 297, printed in Po?aev 1782 
881 ff. and no. 316, printed in Po?aev 1787, 881 ff.; Sobornik Bachtina 1996, 
no. 77, printed in Po?aev 1782, 877 ff., Sobornik iz 70 slov no. 92, printed in 
L´vov 1793, 877 ff., Sobornik iz 71 slova no. 105 printed in L´vov 1827, 877 ff. 
Colophon, f. *0pav, ll. 3 to 21: 
naåat1aöe b1yst≈ peå1atati sıòä b0godohnov1ennaä \ kn3iga, po vel1énıü g∑drä 
0crä &i vel1ikag' kn[ä]\÷ä &aleK1éä mih1a±iloviåa vseòä rμsíˆi samod1eröca \ &i 
po 0blgoslov1enıü vel1ikag' g∑d1ina, vx d0h1ovnomx åin2Ü &o0ca &Egò' &i 
b0gom1ol≈ca, s0t1éiwag' &i vseóä rμsíˆi: vx c0rv\stvμüqemx gr1adé moskv2é… v 
l1éto M÷0rne \ m∑ca m1arta, vx 0a, dn≈ [1647–03–01]… na p1amät≈  s0t1yä \ 
pΔrpbno0månicy &Evdokíˆi… soverwen2aöe b1yst≈ \ tog1oöe l1éta, &i1ünä, vx 0kƒ, 
dn≈ [1647–06–29]… na p1a\mät≈, s0t1yhx verh1ovn˘y &a∑plx petr2a &i p1avla \ vo 
vtor1oe l1éto b0lgoåest1ivyä derö1avy c∑rtva \ &Egò', g∑drä 0crä &i vel1ikag' 
k0n÷ä &aleK1éä mi\h1ailoviåa vseòä rμsíˆi samod1eröca v west1oeöe \ l1éto 
No. 5     Pou?enije 
Gothenburg    [Sobornik] 
University Library    Ephraem Syrin 
acc. no. 58/4216    1647 
University Library    Moscow 
F 16755, acc. no. 58/4216 
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patrı1arwestva, vx d0h1ovnomx åin2u &o0ca \ &Egò' &i b0gom1ol≈ca, vel1ikag' 
g∑d1ina s0t1é±i\wag' Í óˆ'sifa patrı1arha mok1ovska\g' [sic!] &i vseòä rμsíˆi… vx 
sl1avμ \ &i hvalòu vsederö1itelü \ b0gμ, &i vs1émx \ s0t1ymx; 
Notes 
Inside front board below pencilled 58/4216, up and upside-down ??[…] 
2725 ?. First front flyleaf v: Fol. 16 735, on 2nd front flyleaf: ???????? 
[Pou?enie], on 2nd front flyleaf v: stamp Göteborgs Universitetsbibliotek; 
on the end first flyleaf: ???????? 1647 ?., on the second flyleaf: a stamp: 
"??? 51" twice; 5204/8–58; with red ink: 300 ?, inside back board pencilled 
25.11.58 and with red ink ??[…]. 
Codex 
Gatherings 
Nn.6, nn.7, 0v8, 0g8, 0d7, 0E8–0œ÷8, 0œi7, 0œƒ8– r0ƒ8. The gathering numbers 0÷, 0ƒ, 0ˆ, 
0pv, 0åE, 0rg are rubricated, two have an asterix: *0vˆ, *0gˆ. In the second, nn. 
gathering, the first f., probably the title page, with the gathering marking 0a, 
is missing; the text proper begins on the f. 0a. 
Foliation 
1) Table of contents: 0a to 0ç, 1–6, 
2) the text proper from 0a to *0pa 1–28, [29], 30–251, 2512, 252–262, [263], 
364–705, 7052, 706–881. 
 The foliation has been corrected in gathering k0d, f. r0p÷ has a ƒ printed 
over ÷, and in two gatherings with 7 ff.: in gathering 0d, the expected folia-
tion of 0kƒ has been corrected to 0l, after which the foliation continues with 
0la etc. In gathering œ0n with 7 ff,. the incorrect number h0çˆ [after h0÷ˆ!], has 
been corrected to the right h0iˆ. In gathering p0ƒ, the ff. are marked P0g, P0d, 
P0E, P0E Øv, P0ç, P0÷, P0i, P0ƒ… In gathering 0åƒ, the 8th f. P0pƒ is supplied with the 
note: ÷r2i 0* which marks that the following ff. are foliated from * in a next 
gathering, 0r. 
 The irregularities in the pagination follow Zernova 1958, no. 200, except 
that the presumed title page is missing and that there is no empty f. 
between ff. 615 and 616. 
Size 
Folio 305?124, the binding 330?210. 
Layout 
Ll./p. 25, col. 215–217?130–134, height 10 ll./89. Some ff. have 24 ll. though 
continuous text, for example, ff. 0fˆv, 0kgr, t0pgr, f0kEr, f0kçr, f0åçr. 
Watermarks 
Eighteen different w/m have been copied, w/m 68–85. 
Watermark albums: Dianova 1997, Dianova & Kostjuchina 1988 (D & K), 




W/m, identical to those in Geraklitov 1963 [Efrem Sirin 1647]: 
coat of arms [helmet]: w/m 73 f. s0li=˜0lg: no. 276; w/m 71 f. r0åg: no. 277, 
w/m 72 ff. s0œd=f0mg: no. 278; 
foolscap: w/m 79 ff. s0mi: no. 1284; very ? nos. 100, 101 Dianova 1997 
[Lestvica 1647] ? no. 1934 Heawood 1950 [Holland 1644]; 
tower: w/m 76, f. å0å÷: no. 43; 
w/m, not = but very ? with those in Geraklitov 1963: 
coat of arms [helmet]: w/m 68 f. t0åi: no. 279; flagpole: w/m 78 ff. f0pa, 
'0ka: no. 1488; 
coat of arms [helmet]: w/m 69 f. r0md: ? 286 [Oktoich 1648–1649, Moscow]; 
eagle, large: w/m 83 ff. r0g = ˜K0g ? no. 129 [Prolog, second part, 1643] and 
nos. 1298, 1303 Heawood 1950 [Amsterdam 1644]; 
eagle, small: w/m 77 ff. f0åƒ = h0oƒ ? no. 1020 D & K [1646 Stoglav]; 
fleur-de-lis: w/m 80 f. t0mi ? no. 1748 Heawood 1950 [Amsterdam 1644] 
and no. 1326 Tromonin 1965 [Lestvica 1647]; 
fleur-de-lis: w/m 81 ff. K0e = r0na = no. 173 Geraklitov 1963, Triod Postnaja, 
dated in the Index of paper, p. 242, to 1630, but on the plate and in the 
Index of books to 1650; 
assembled letters: w/m 74, 75 ff. f0ni; h0ka = h0pƒ = f0pi ? no. 2896 
Heawood 1950 [Amsterdam 1644], no. 592 D & K [Stoglav 1646], no. 596 
[Sinodik 1649]; no. 434 Tromonin 1965 [1657]; no. 374 [1649–1650]; 
fleur-de-lis with a letter in the four corners: w/m 84, 85, front and end 
flyleaves, found in divergent variants of no. 208 Klepikov 1959 [1780], no. 
217 [1779]; no. 202 Klepikov 1978, no. 208 Uchastkina 1962 [1782], with the 
same combination of letters: 1763. 
Unidentified watermarks: 
coat of arms [helmet]: w/m 68 f. t0åi, w/m 70 f. s0lç, 
fleur-de-lis: w/m 82 ff. s0mƒ = t0œa = ˜0vˆ = 0åi. 
The w/m, identical with both Pou?enie Efrema Sirina in Geraklitov [1963] 
and the Göteborg-Pou?enie prove that both volumes belong to the same 
edition. The date of the other identified w/m coincides with the date given 
for the printing, 1647, while the w/m on the flyleaves imply that the volume 
has been restored in the late 18th c. 
Illumination 
Three headpieces: Zernova 1952 no. 302a on f. 0a, no. 360 on f. h0çˆ, no. 338 on 
f. 00 œE , and two lombards: Zernova 1952 no. 515 v on f. 0a, no. 540 p on f. 0œE, 
are identical with those in Göteborg-Pou?enie. 
Binding 
The wooden boards are covered with black leather, the head and bottom of 
the back mended with another leather. The decoration on the front cover 
can still be discerned: a central rhomb in a quadrangle, with a caption 
above and below the central rhomb. Two clasps, of which the metal part is 
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of yellowish alloy, probably brass, and decorated with small circles with a 
dot in the middle. The decoration is not identical in the two clasps. The 
leather part of the upper clasp fastened with heavy nails. 
Inscriptions: see Provenance below. 
Condition 
The volume is generally in good condition, although some ff. are missing. 
It has also been restored, since the flyleaves show a w/m dated to the late 
18th c. 
 There are several dampstains, f. ˜0mE shows a red stain over 8 ll., f. 0ç has a 
long vertical rip. On f. m00iv, l. 21, the black script has been erased and 
reprinted with red ink: b0gosl«o, st˘i, 0ç. A running title in the upper margin 
has been erased on f. h0pv. A hole is found in the upper margin ff. r0Kg, r0Kd 
probably caused by a burning candle. 
 Small pieces of different fabrics, 10?50–60, have been pasted as 
bookmarks on ff. 0ka, 0ma, 0na, 0œv, 0œƒ, 0åg, r0la, r0li, s0œv, t0gˆ, t0lE, 0tå, 0˜÷, ˜0ma, 
˜0mi, h0ka, h0åç, h0åi, P0çˆ. Some of them are loose or have been lost 
altogether. A bigger piece of fabric, white with black stripes, is still between 
ff. P0œd\P0œE. 
 A leaf of the calendar of the year "1914 ?????? 30 ???? / 6 / April 19 
Sonntag / ????????? ????? ????????" etc. is found between ff. 0åg/0åd. 
Provenance 
Acquired in 1958 by GUB from Mosknigtorg for 300 roubles. 
More information in skoropis is found in the lower margins, 2) ff 0a–0Eˆ: 0a, 
fig. 35: ???? M???? [1674] ???u \ 0v: ?∑?? ??????? ?? ?? 0?? [29]| 0g: ?Ü????? ?ï? 
\ 0d: ????? ?0????? \ 0E: ????????? \ 0ç: ?? ? 0?Ü? ?????? \ 0÷: ? ???? ???????? \ 0i: 
?? 0?? ???“?? ?????μ????? [sic!] \ 0ƒ: ?? ??∑???? ???????? ?????? \ 0ˆ: ? ??? 
??? \ 0aˆ: ??? ????μ \ 0vˆ: ??????? \ 0gˆ: ???? «  ???˘? ? 0??? \ 0dˆ: ? ?oå ???? ??? \ 








Truby na dni 
2°, Part 1: 9 nn., Part 2: (1) 2–16, 17, 17, 19–
25, 27, 26, 29, 28, 30–213, 204 [sic!], 215–
227, 226, 229–260, (261), 262–317, 319, 
3192–362, 3690 [sic!], 364–403, Part 3: 3 ff. 
Truby sloves Stroev 1836, no. 200: Kiev 
1674, 10+406 ff., Truby Karataev 1861, no. 
809: 1674; 10+403+4 ff., Undol´skij 1871, 
no. 885: Kiev 1674, 10+403+4 ff., Truby 
sloves propov?dannych Sopikov 1904, no. 
1566: 1674 Kiev, Truby sloves 
propov?dnych Svencickij 1908, no. 417: 
Kiev 1674, 10+403+3 ff., Pozdeeva et al 
1980, no. 576: Kiev 1674, 417 ff., 
Ukrainskie knigi 1981, no. 126: Kiev 1674, 
417 ff., Lazar Baranovi?. Truby sloves 
[…] 1674: Slavjanskie knigi 1981, no. 32: 1 
[title page] + 8 nn. + 403 + 3 nn. = 415 ff. 
Titov 1982 [1924], pp. 0˜ˆ–˜0gˆ. 
Older signatures. Inside front board stamp: Göteborgs Stadsbibliotek. 
Codex 
Size 
Folio 295?190, binding 310?200. 
Gatherings 
Part 1: 9 ff. nn., the second, third and fourth ff. are marked in the lower 
margin with an asterisk: 0v*, 0g*, 0d*. 
Part 2: The text proper consists of 76 gatherings of 6 ff. each, except the last 
one which has 4 ff.:  5a, b, v, g, d, 5E, ö, ç, ÷, 5i, Íˆ, k, l, m, n, œ, p, r, s, t, œ&˜, &U, 
f, h, *, c, å, w, q, x, y, ≈, é, &ü, 5, 5œ, K, P, ƒ, I, 5aa–ww… 
 The first f. of a gathering has been marked with the letter of the 
gathering proper, for example 5a, the second f. 5a0v and third f. 5a0g while the 
last three pages of the gathering are not numbered. 
Foliation 
Part 1: 9 ff. nn. 
No. 6     Truby 
Gothenburg    Lazar Baranovi? 
University Library    1674 
F 16757, acc. no. 58/4217   Kiev 
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Part 2: (0a), 0v– 0ˆE[sic!], 0çˆ, 0zˆ, 0zˆ2, 0ƒˆ–0kE, 0k÷, 0kç, 0kƒ, 0ki, 0l–s0gˆ, s0d[sic!], s0Eˆ–
s0kz, s0kç [sic!], s0kƒ–0sK,(0sKa), 0sKv–t0zˆ, t0ƒˆ, t0ƒˆ2–0tKv, 0tKå [sic!], 0tKd–0˜g, 
3 nn. 
 Faultily marked gatherings: v: 0çˆ, 0zˆ, 0zˆ2, 00ƒˆ; gathering l: t0zˆ, t0ƒˆ, t0ƒˆ2 
and gathering P: s0kz, s0kç [sic!], s0kƒ, but, according to the catchwords, the 
text is continuous. Gathering d is faultily composed; according to the  
catchwords: 0kE (v: v1ervx), 0k÷ (r: 5iöe/v: lübi-), 0kç (r: v1ervx/v: 5iöe), 0kƒ 
(r: k1orpμsx/v: &egd2a), 0ki (r: lübi-/v: korx), 0l (r: &egd2a)… 
Part 3: 3 ff. instead of the expected 4 ff. 
Illuminations  
The comparison with the illuminations in Ukrainskie knigi (1977, 1981) 
shows almost complete agreement with the second variant of Truby, no. 
217, which has a great number of new engravings. The agreements also 
include erroneous foliation: illumination no. 1511 on f. r0pg, not on the 
expected s0pg, and no. 1529 on f. t0lvv, not on the expected t0mvv. 
 The disagreement is found on f. 0E, which should have the picture no. 550, 
but has instead a tailpiece, no. 349. The folio-size illumination, no. 1679, the 
same as the title page, is missing on the last folio, as is no. 1431, which 
should be found on the nn. f. 4. 
Watermarks 
Thirty different w/m have been copied, w/m 86–115. 
Watermark albums: Dianova 1997, Dianova & Kostjuchina 1988 (D & K), 
Geraklitov 1963, Heawood 1950, Klepikov 1959, Laucevi?ius 1967, 
Tromonin 1965, Uchastkina 1962. 
The following w/m are identical or very similar to those given by Gerakli-
tov 1963 from Baranovic’s Truby 1674: 
circle, w/m 88, f. ˜0v: no. 1036; 
coat of arms of Amsterdam, w/m 106 f. 0ˆE very ? no. 345 Heawood 1950: 
[Holland 1678 or after]; 
foolscap, w/m 86, f. 0da and w/m 100 f. r0d are nearly = no. 1194, w/m 87, f. 
å0÷ = no. 1201, w/m 90 f. t0kg = w/m 115 almost = no. 1195, f. k0v ? no. 1197; 
w/m 103 f. t0mƒ: D & K no. 346 [1675]; 
letters ? ? ?, w/m 96 ff. 0ka, sK0a: nos. 1197–1199, ? ? ? ? w/m 112 front 
flyleaf : Tromonin 1965, nos. 889, 960 [1800–1801]; 
pillars, w/m 105 f. 0tg = 0åv [Table of contents] = no. 1144. 
Watermarks identified in other sources: 
à la mode, w/m 111 f. r0kd ? no. 3 Laucevi?ius 1967 [1676], no. 1255 D & K 
[1670]. 
boat, w/m 113 in the bluish back flyleaf: no. 291 Klepikov 1959 [???? ?????. 
???., 1797–1803]; very ?  no. 1854 Laucevi?ius 1967 [1797], also in Uchastkina 
1962, no. 779 [1807], no. 781 [1813]. 




foolscap, w/m 99 f. 0nd, ? no. 364 in D & K [1670–1671], no. 181 Dianova 
1997 [1677, 1680], and no. 1253 Tromonin 1965 [1676]. 
Unidentified watermarks: 
Foolscap w/m 91 f. 0tˆ, w/m 94 f. k0e, w/m 95 f. s0kg, w/m 101 f. s0pƒ, w/m 102 
ff. 0lg, 0ri, r0ma, w/m 104 f. t0nv, w/m 114 f. r0li, two different two-headed 
eagles, w/m 92 f. t0lç, w/m 93 f. s0lv; boat ?: w/m 109 f. 0rm, w/m 110 f. t0vˆ. 
letters, illegible, w/m 97 ff. 0li = 0tm and w/m 98 ff. m0ƒ = t0m÷. 
Coat of arms of Amsterdam: w/m 107 f. r0ƒˆ, w/m 108 ff. 0åE, s0åƒ. 
Binding 
The wooden boards covered with brown leather measure. The spine has 
been restored somewhat clumsily with two separate parts of leather, the 
one covering the upper two-thirds of the spine, and the other the 
remaining one-third. There are traces from Cyrillic text written in polu-
ustav under the bluish paper, pasted inside the front cover, fig. 36. 
Inscriptions: see Provenance below. 
Condition 
The cover is torn and worn, white stiches are sewn over a tear on the front 
board, which shows a depression of a rhomb in the middle. The leather of 
the repaired spine is torn off along the front hinge. The clasps are missing, 
only a part of the lower strap is left. 
 The flyleaves dated to the end of the 18th–beginning 19th c. testify to a 
restoration as is seen in the inscriptions, dated 1836 and 1839, cf., Proven-
ance below. The binding of the volume to the boards is loose but still at-
tached together. The hinge between the back board and the last two ff. has 
been restored with paper with Arabic writing, fig. 37. 
 The tail of the ff. has been patched in many cases with the bluish paper, 
used also as endpaper, for example ff. 0œi, r0li, s0m÷, t0kv, or with white 
paper: 0tk. Notable is f. 0g, of which the recto side shows the text within a 
frame as expected, while the text on the verso side has no frame in the 
lower margin, the last, 47th, legible line begins with m1irnoe c∑rtvo h0s meöi 
v1ami… 
Provenance 
Acquired by GUB in 1958 from Mosknigtorg for 300 r. 
On the front flyleaf notes in different hands, fig. 38: 
????? ????????? ????? ?? ??? ????????? ??????????. ????? ??? 
???????????? ???????? ?????? ????????????? […] ?????? 
??????????? ??????? ???? ????????? ?????????? ??????? ?????? 
[…[????????? ??????? ?? ?????? 1836 ???? 3456 ???? ??????.; 
with another ink: ?? 1839–???? ???????????? ????????. ??. 
On the lower margins f. (0av): ??? ????? f. 0g: ?????? f. 0d: ??Ü?? f. 0E:  ????? 
f. 0ç: ???????????? f. 0z: ?????? f. 0i: ??????????? f. 0ƒ:  ??????? ?é?? f. 0ˆ:  
??????????? ??????? ???? f. 0aˆ: ?????????? f. 00vˆ: ?????????? f. 00gˆ: 
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??????? f. 0dˆ: ?????? f. 0ˆE[sic!]: ????????? f. 0çˆ: ???? ??????? f. 0zˆ: 
??????? ? ????? f. 0zˆ:[sic!] ????????????? f. 0ƒˆ: ??????? (???????) f. 0k: 
?? 1835 ????. 




Truby Lazarja Baranovi?a, no. F 16757, almost agrees with the description 
no. 217 in Ukrainskie knigi 1981, corresponding to the second variant of this 
book. Exceptions are the illustrations: 
As noted above, the ff. preceding the text proper are 9 in our copy, and 10 
in nos. 216, 217 in Ukrainskie knigi 1981. The first two ff. after the title f., 
marked in our copy v, 0g, follow the description, but the next f., presumably 
f. 0d, where the full-page illustration of the czar’s coat of arms, no. 1431, 
should be, is missing. (In Ukrainskie knigi 1981: f. 3, if the title f. is nn.) 
In consequence, the beginning of pr5EdoslovˆE do, Eg' c0rskagœ \ 
pr5Esvétlagœ vel5iå5Estv5a is not on the verso side of f. 4 in our copy, but on 
the following f., marked 0E, and continues on the following 2 ff., consisting 
in all 6 pp, while the pr5EdoslovˆE in the description has 7 pp. since it begins 
on f. 4 verso, and continues on the next 3 ff. 
 The last three ff. consist of pr5Edoslov 5ˆE kx å5it5at5El5Emx in both editions. 
 The same illustration as on the title page should be on the last f. of the 
book, f. 4, but is missing in our copy. 
 A third illustration, on f. 0E, which should be the picture no. 550, is 









Zernova 1958 no. 461 Karataev 1861, 
no. 1051. 
Other signatures 
Liturgi. [in ink] kan'nnikx 




ff. 1 nn.+3nn.+1–350[351–354]355–362. 
Numbering of ff. continuous until the 
last, 8th f. of gathering 0md, marked 0tn 
&i 0nˆ, whereafter the 8 ff. of the last 
gathering are marked 0tnE– 0tKv. The 
same aberration is observed in 




Binding 172?105, folio 160?100. 
Layout 
14 l./p, height 10 ll./83, column width 72. Ff. numbered in the upper right 
corner, Part 1 0a–0g, Part 2 0a–t0Kv. Running titles used, except in the last part 
ff. t0kEv–t0Kvv, å1inx k1ako podob1aetx p1é\ti […] 
Watermark 
Foolscap, w/m 116–122, not identified. 
Illustrations 
19 headpieces of three different plates: 
Part 1: f. 0a = Part 2 f. 0r÷v: Zernova 1963, no. 65; 
Part 1 f. 0v = Part 2 ff. 0ng, r0lgv, r0nvv, r0Kiv, s0kvv, s0lƒ, 0td, t0kEv: Zernova 1963, 
no. 189;  
Part 2 f. 0a = Part 2 ff. å0a, r0kE, r0lƒv, r0pE, 0siv, s0na, 0tKv: Zernova 1963, no. 136. 
 
No. 7     Kanonnik 
Gothenburg    1694 





Richly tooled brown leather, the central rhomb on the front cover probably 
gilt as well as the edges of the ff. in a decorative ornament, fig. 40. 
Inscriptions 
F. 0tK lower margin upside down ?? […] ? ??. 
Condition 
Hinge of the first f. t0nE of the last gathering 0mE repaired. Lower margins 
cropped ff. r0m÷–r0n, s0K÷–s0œ, s0lg, s0lE, margin and lower corner torn f. s0ni, 









III. Books from the 18th century 
 
2°, 5+123 ff.  
Literature: 2nd edition: Zernova & 
Kameneva 1968: no. 484, Sopikov 
1904: no. 361, Kjellberg 1951: no. 
223/Ksl F 71, Starope?atnye knigi 
Tomskogo Muzeja 1996: nos. 32, 33 
Other signatures 
Inside front board stamp: Göteborgs 
Stadsbibliotek 58/4219, and inside 
back board: 25.11.58. 
Notes 
Pencilled on the front flyleaf v.: Ioasif 
II, ?ezl pravlenija, on the title page 
recto, lower margin: 7174 (1666] and 
verso 1753 beside MaP0ng. 
In the left margin on the last page of 
the handcopied f.: 271|1900|MB. 
Inside back board: two stamps: ???. 
45|150 ?. and ?/45–20; pencilled 
25.11.58; 150 7238/858; ‘obs | avdrag 75 
r. | för återlämnad bok’. 
Codex 
Gatherings 
The first 5 ff. are nn., without gathering marks; thereafter gatherings: 0a2–K0a2, 
K0v1. Gathering numbers placed in the middle of the lower margin, foliation 
numbers in the upper right corner. Three gathering numbers have been 
corrected: the erroneous second m0a to m0v, m0v to m0g, m0g to m0d. 
Foliation 
1nn. + 4nn. + 0a–r0kg; f. r0kg handwritten. 
Size 
Folio 306?185, binding 310?200. 
 
 
No. 8     ?ezl 
Gothenburg    Symeon Polockij 
University Library    1753 




The script in the nn. ff. 1–4 has a frame, except f. 2 nn. verso, which is 
empty. Inner measurements: the title page recto 234?141, verso 242?141, the 
following three ca 234?131. 
The height of 10 ll. on the 4 ff. nn. is 62, the number of ll. 37. 
The script of the remaining ff., except the last one, has 28 ll./ page, and the 
height of 10 ll. is 83. 
The last folio is handwritten. Catchwords have been applied. Running titles 
are found on the recto in the upper margin: 
predisl1ovıe ff. 0a–0gˆ, 
å1ast≈ 0a ff. 0dˆ–K0ƒ, 
å1ast≈ 0v ff. 0œ–r0kg, where titles are missing on ff. p0v, p0ç… 
Watermarks 
Pro Patria, w/m 123, ? Uchastkina 1962, nos. 693, 694 [date of use 1756]; the 
letters a g f b, w/m 125 = Uchastkina 1962, no. 244 [date of use 1760]. The 
monogram, w/m 124, has not been identified. Both marks are found in a 
paper produced by the same mill in Kaluga, owned by A. Goncharov. 
Illustrations 
Two identical headpieces, marking Part I, f. 0dˆ and Part II, f. 0œ. 
Two narrow headpieces, one on f. 4, the dedication, and the other marking 
the preface, f. 0a. 
Three tailpieces, two of them identical, marking the end of the dedication, f. 
2v and the preface, f. 0gˆv. The third tailpiece marks the end of Part I, f. K0ƒv. 
 All the above illuminations, except the narrow headpiece on f. 4, are 
found in Zernova’s Ornamentika of 1963, and on the same pages. The 
narrow headpiece on f. 0a, identical with no. 577, has added 0is, 0hs on both 
sides of the cross of the sphere. 
 The narrow headpiece on f. 4 = no. 478 which is used in many editions, 
but not in ?ezl pravlenija, according to the list. 
Festoons frame the script on the first 4 nn. ff., except f. 2v. 
 A picture of a hand with the three-finger cross sign is seen on ff. m0ƒ, 
lower margin, and on f. 0n, above the 5 last ll., referring to the text, which 
deals with the sign of the cross. 
 A Maltese Cross in red is seen on f. 0nv: "lóäckı±i kr1yöx", with 0ˆs, 0hs, 0nˆ, 
0ka between the arms. 
Binding 
The boards are of dark brown leather, without decorations. On the spine 
the title: öe÷lx \ prav\leni… 
Text printed in margins 
f. 3: leny±i 
Part 1: f. 0av, ll. 13–14: mr1a\÷o±mx, f. 0v, ll. 26–27: s±na \ bd2é, f. 0vv, ll. 6–7: 
s±k1a÷o\vanı±ü,  f. 0gv, ll. 6–7: &is±prav\lóäe‡s±ä, f. 0d, l. 16: ±v1erhx, f. 0dv, ll. 1–2: 
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o&˜±kré\p1iti, f. 0÷, ll. 16–17: &ispo\l1in±a,  f. 0ƒv, ll. 9–10: rÜg1a\nı±ä, f. 0çˆ, l. 3: ±s1ila, 
f. 0çˆv, ll. 24–25: ±o&˜k∑rıt±o\v1anna, f. 0kv, ll. 25–26: leIíˆtx \ 0vˆ, f. 0kvv, ll. 3–4: p±o 
m1o\öno±mÜ, f. 0kg, ll. 22–23: ±vo \ år1e±vo, f. 0kƒv, ll. 7–10: i v∑a vﬂe \ na roö\destv2o 
\ h∑rt1ovo, f. 0lv, ll. 2–3: ±nane\s1enıe, f. 0lgv, l. 26: &E±g1oöe, f. 0ldv, l. 22: ±mnó'gı±ä, f. 
0liv, l. 25: 5±ko±b2y, f. 0mgv, ll. 3–4: pren1o\sn±é, f. 0n, ll. 11–12: b‡y gl∑a \ 0kv, f. 0nv, ll. 
11–12: s0ps1itel\±ny±i, ll. 14–15: k±on1eå±ny±ä \ li, ll. 21–22: vopr∑o \ 0ma,  f. 0nE, ll. 
26–28 [asterix] i 5ino\m1aıa \ 0a…; 
Part 2: f. 0rƒv, l. 16: &a∑p±lx, f. r0çˆv, ll. 26–27: s±tven±né \ ±b1y±ti. 
Condition 
Generally in good condition, lower right corner of f. 2 restored, soil on the 
first 5 ff. and wormholes in the paper pasted to the cover. 
Contents 
The 5 first ff. nn., here marked with Arabic numbers: 
f. 1 empty; 
f. 2: Title Page: ö1e÷lx \ pravl1enıä… \ na prav1itel≈stvo m1yslennag' st1ada 
pravoslavnor'ssı±iskıä  naka÷1anıe nepokor1ivyhx 5œv1ecx… \ ka÷n1enıä… \ na  
poraö1enıe öestokov1y±inyhx &i h1iqnyhx volkó'vx… \ na st1ado h∑rtovo 
nap1adaüqihx; so§'rμö1enny±i * vsegò' §'s0q1ennag' sob1ora… \ sobr1annogo \ 
povel1éniemx b0lgoåest1ivé±iwag', tiw1a±iwag', \ samoderö1avné±iwag', 
vel1ikag', g∑drä 0cròä &i vel1ikag' \ k0n÷ä &aleKíˆä mıh1ailoviåa, vseòä 
v1el1ikıä, \ &i m1alyä, &i b1élyä r'ssíˆi samod1eröca, vx c∑rtvμüqemx \ 
b0gosp1asemomx &i preimen1itomx  gr1adé moskvé… \ vx l1éto M÷0rod… m∑ca m1a, 
vx 0÷ den≈… [1666–05–07]. 
f. 2v; title page v.: n1yne öe: vo sl1avμ s0t1yä &Edinos1Üqnyä, \ 
öivotvoróäqıä, &i nera÷dél1imyä tŒrcy, \ &œ0c2a, &i s0na, &i s0t1ag' d0ha: 
povel1énıemx \ b0lgoåest1ivé±iwıä samoderö1avné±iwıä vel1ikıä \ g∑dni 
n1aweä Íˆ m p e r a t r íˆ c y \ &Elısav1eti petr1ovny vseòä r'ssíˆi: \ pri 
nasl1édniké &Eòä, vn1Üké petr2a \ p1ervag'… b0lgov1érnomx gd∑ré vel1ikomx 
k0n÷é petr2é ƒe1od'roviåé: \ §i pri sμpr1Ügé &Egò', b0lgov1érno±i g∑drné \ 
vel1iko±i k0ng1iné &Ekateriné \ &aleKÍˆevné… b0lgoslov1enıemx öe \ s0t1éwag' 
prav1itel≈stvμüqag' vser'ssí ±ˆi±skag' \ s4In1oda: vtor1ymx tisn1enıemx 
nape\å1atasä k0nga sıòä ö1e÷lx pravl1enıä, \ vx c∑rtvμüqemx vel1ikomx 
gradé moskv2é: \ vx l1éto * sotvor1enıä míˆra, M÷0sKa: \ * rΔötv1a öe po pl1oti 
b0ga sl1ova… MaP0ng… &indikta 0a… m∑ca feIrμ1arıa… [1753 February]. 
f. 3 contains only two quotations from the Psalms: 
ö1e÷lx s1ily posl1etx t2i g∑d≈ * sı'na, \ &i §'dol1éewi posred2é vragó'vx 
tvo1ihx… Pal1œmx 0rƒ… o&˜pas1ewi Øa öe÷l1omx öel1é÷nymx, \ 5k' sos1Üdy 
skμd1elniåi sokrμw1iwi Øä… Pal1œmx 0k… 
f. 4–5v: Dedication to Czar Aleksij Michailovi?, identical with the text given 
by Stroev 1829, except for some minor aberrations: for example in the 
present edition the parentheses are square, /u/ after å is given as ˜, not as ü, 
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edinoroöd≈ as edinoroö≈ and the exclamation mark after blagoåes†i-
vé±iwı±i samoderöåe is excluded. 
Part 1: 
ff. 0a–0gˆ: predisl1ovıe §'bliå1enıe nık1itino 
f. K0ƒv: kon1ecx p1ervyä å1asti öe÷l2a… 
Part 2: 
f. 0œ: å1ast≈ vtor1aä öe÷l2a pravl1enıä… \ predisl1ovıe… §'bliå1enıe L1a÷arevo… 
Provenance 
Acquired by GUB in 1958 from Mosknigtorg for 150 r. Inside back cover a 
pencilled note on top: "obs. avdrag 75 rub för återlämnad bok", "150 7328/ 













Voznesenskij 1991: Prilo?enie no. 69 
Codex 
Gatherings 
&a, b, g, d, E, ö, ç, ÷, 5i, 5ˆ, k, l, m, n, o, p, 
r, s, t of 12 ff. each except the last, t, 
which has 11 ff. 
Foliation 
4 nn. + 0a–0lE(0lç)0l÷–0n(0na)0nv–0ng(0nd)0nE–
K0i(K0ƒ)0œ–r0kE(r0kç)r0k÷–r0ld(r0lE)r0lç–r0pv 
(r0pg)r0pd–r0åa, r0åv, r0åv, r0åd–s0li, 1 
nn. [colophon] + 4 nn. 
Size 
132?77, binding 139?80. 
Layout 
Ll./p. 19–21, col. 96?56; ll./p. 22, col. 102?56. 
Watermark 
Only one w/m throughout the volume, a six-cornered star, w/m nos. 126–
128, identical with Klepikov 1978, no. 458 [1787–1788] and Uchastkina 1962, 
no. 512, mould date 1788. 
Illustrations 
Headpieces f. 0a, 0kav [mésecx noäbr≈], r0å÷, 0sƒv, s0kv, decorative bands: 0aˆ 
[mésecx ∞'ktäbr≈], 0lvv [mésecx d5ek5am0vr5 5ˆe], 0mç [mésecx g5envar≈], 0Kv 
[mésecx ƒevr1al≈], 0od [mésecx m5artx], 0p÷v [mésecx 5aprél 5ˆi], 0åd [mésecx 
m5a5i], r0çˆ [mésecx 5i5ün≈], r0kƒ [mésecx Í 5ˆül≈], r0mƒ [mésecx 5avgμstx], r0KE 
[podob1aetx v1édati…], s0kgv [naå1alo p1aveåernicy], s0lƒv [naå1alo 
pol1μnoqnicy], s0lvv [podob1aetx v1édati…], s0lçv [m0ltva pred &obédomx]. 
Tailpieces: r0Kdv, r0oEv, r0pçv. 
 
 
No. 9 Posledovanie cerkovnago p?nija 
Gothenburg  [Svjatcy] 
University Library  1648 [1788] 




Black leather, gilted foredges and decorations: on the front: rhomb within a 
frame, back: quadrangle frame, fig. 42, spine: three vases (?), ???[???]. 
The two clasps are missing. 
Inscriptions 
Numbers in the margins [for day?]: ff. 0÷v: 21, 0lEv: ç, (0lçv): 9, 0l÷v: 12, 0li: 13, 
0m: 20, 0m÷v: 0d changed to 5, 0niv: 26, (0Kƒv): 17, 0o÷v: 10, 0åv: 8, 0åav: 12, 0ågv: 18, 
0rEv: 13, 0riv: 18,19, rƒˆv: 8,9, r0k÷v: 28; f. r0oçv, Calendar: ???? 1800, ???? 
[1]812 - | 4 ????? ??????, fig. 43; 0rpv: ˆs. 
Condition 
Bookmark of beige fabric f. r0oçv, ink spot f. r0aˆ. Impressions of flowers 
between the front flyleaves, in all probability: 1 nn. v–2 nn.: Mirabilis 
jalapa, four o’clock, 3 nn.v–4 nn.: Mirabilis jalapa, Syringa vulgaris, lilac. 
Colophon 
On the last nn. f.: sıòä s0t1aä kn5ig5a, sod1eröitx \ v9seb2é, svóätcy s9kr1atkim9 
s0t1yhx \ öitíıemx… t1akoöde &i *pμsty \ vo vs2e l1ét'… 5i na vsòä pr1a÷9dni\ki 
g∑d≈skıä &i b0gor1odiånyä… \ t1ipomx &i÷dan2a vx tipogr1afıi \ s5Üpr5asl≈sko§i 
vx l1éto * mi\ ro÷d1anıä M ÷s0åd [1786]… sx perev1odμ svóätc'vx peå1atan\ 
nyhx vx vel1iko&i rossóˆi: vx c0r≈\stvμüqemx gr1adé moskv2é… \ vx l1éto, 
M÷r0n÷ [1648]… vx carstv' \ b0lgoåest1ivag' caròä &aleKíˆä mi\h1ailoviåa… &a v9 
patrı1arwestv' \ svät1é±iwag', vx sedm1oE \ l1ét' patrı1arwestva &Egò'… 
Provenance 







IV. Books from the 19th century 
 
8°, 1+236+1: 238 ff. 
Voznesenskij 1991: no. 72. 
Other signatures 




&a, b, v, g, d, E, ö, ç, ÷, &i, ı, k, l, m, n, œ, p, r, s, t, μ, ˜, f, h, *, c, å, w, q 
with 8 ff. each, the last, 30th gathering x: 4; in gathering œ, the expected f. 
r0k÷ is marked r0kç once more. 
Foliation 
1+ 1–126, 126, 128–236+1: 238 ff. 
No. 10     ?asovnik 
Gothenburg    1651 [1803] 





Folio 160?100, binding 172?105. 
Watermark 
Coat of arms of Jaroslavl´ dated 1803, w/m 129–134. 
Layout 
Ll./p 13, column  65, height of 10 ll. 86. Foliation no. in the lower right 
corner. 
Illustrations 
The headpieces on ff. 0a, 0aˆ, 0la, 0pv, 0rk, 0rn, r0pE, r0åç are identical with 
Voznesenskij 1991, no. 115. The headpiece on f. r0œE is identical with 
Voznesenskij 1991, no. 117. 
The three decorative bands on ff. 0sƒ and s0kd as in no. 72, except one 
minuscule detail, which is upside down on f. s0kd, fig. 44. 
Binding 
Richly tooled in brown leather, two clasps, of which the upper one is torn 
off. On the front cover, above and below the central decoration, in a 
cartouche, kniga glagolema. 
Condition 
Between the front cover and the front flyleaf drops of rust from a pair of  











SKARA-USTAV, Part 3. 
8°, 120+2, cf. Voznesenskij 1991, no. 75. 
 
The treatise ∞ustavx §' hristı1anskomx 
öitı2i is the third of the three treatises 
in an omnibus, each of which begins 
with the foliation from 0a in the right 
lower corner: 
Part 1 from 0a to 0miv: 48 ff., å1in≈ k1ak 
podob1aetx | p1éti dvan1adesätx Pal| 
m1ovx &œs1ob≈…, cf. no. 12. 
Part 2 from 0a to r0mdv: 144 ff., sk1itskoe 
po|kaóänıe | dμwepol1e÷noe, cf. no. 13, 





15 gatherings with 8 ff. each: &a, b, v, g, 
d, E, ö, ç, ÷, &i, ı, k, l, m to n. Signatures 
in the middle in the lower margin. 
Foliation 
0a – r0k: 120 ff. numbered in the lower right corner. 
Layout 
14 ll./p., height of 10 ll. 87, col. 70, fig. 46. 
Size 
Folio: 162?100, binding: 178?110. 
Watermarks 
The w/m of the off-white paper of Skara-Ustav, Part 3, w/m 135–140, has 
not been identified. The bluish paper in the Parts 1 and 2, as well as the 
paper glued on the inside of the covers and the endpaper are marked with 
the coat of arms of Jaroslavl´ 1804, w/m 141–146. 
 
 
No. 11    Ustav o christijanskom ?itii 
Skara    1795 [1804–1808] 
Stifts- och Landsbiblioteket  Po?aev 




The headpiece on f. 0a is identical with Voznesenskij 1991, no. 119 and the 
two decorative bands on f. 0av with no. 75, fig. 45. 
Binding 
The boards are covered with finely tooled leather and provided with two 
clasps, of which the upper one is torn off. 
Condition 
The codex is generally in good condition. Evident signs of use: ff. 0rçv–r0kv, 
comprising the readings §' pr1avilé kél1e¿inomx, somewhat less thumbed: 
the Menologion, ff. 0lçv–0œƒv. 
Incipit 
5Üstavx §' hr∑tı1anskomx öitı2i… \ s1iréå≈, §' post1ahx, &i §' \ pokl1onahx, 6i §' 
pr1a÷dni\céhx, vel1ikihx, sr1ednihx 6i m1alyhx… t1akoöde 6i §' \ dom1awné¿i 
m0ltvé, k1ak' dost1oitx ÷a vs2ü c0rk1ovnμü \ sl1Üöbμ, liw1ivwimsä 
so\b1ornyä sl1Üöby, Palt1y\rıü, 6il2i pokl1onami, 6ili m0ltvami 
6ispravlóäti… 
Colophon 
On the last foliated page, f. r0kv8: §œ˜st«a s1e¿i §' post˘a, §' pºo \ 6i §' dom1awné¿i 
m0ltvé… na\peå1atasä v9 t4Ipogr1afıi po\å1aevsko¿i, v9 l1éto M÷0tg e… [1795]  \ sx 
5œnag' öe 6i÷d1anıä pre\peå1atasä vo vs”e sogl1asn' vx \ t4Ipogr1afıi 
do÷v1olenno¿i \ vysoå1a¿iweü vl1astıü… 
A still later date is highly probable since another text in the omnibus, å1in≈ 
k1ak podob1aetx p1éti dvan1adesätx Pal|m1ovx &œs1ob≈, is identical to no. 73, 
gatherings 0a–0E, dated to 1808 (Voznesenskij 1991). 
Provenance 
There is a note on the verso of the unfoliated front flyleaf: Denna bok är 
tagen på Walplattsen | vid Leipzig d. 18 October 1813 af | Sergeanten vid 
Westgötha | Regemente Engman och af honom| förärad till | Skara Gymnasii 
Bibliothek | år 1820. ‘This book is taken on October 18th 1813 on the 
battlefield at Leipzig by Sergeant Engman of the Westgötha Regiment and 
by him given to the Skara Gymnasii Library in 1821.’ 
 Sergeant Engman is recorded in Arméns Pensionskassa, Krigsarkivet, as 
Lars Engman, born in Örebro in 1768. (Arméns Pensionskassa, Meritband 
vol. 61, courtesy of Anna Sveningsson). 
 The book is not found in the catalogue of Skara gymnasii bibliothek 
(Luth 1830). 
Inserts 
Two inserts, one large folio, 339?241, written in calligraphic skoropis, figs. 
48, 49, and another, a note, 110?147, with undated information about the 
loose large folio by a Swedish slavist and librarian, Lennart Kjellberg: ‘Det 
inneliggande papperet är en bön till ärkeängeln Mikael enl. texten på 
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papperets baksida: ?????? | ???????????? ??????? | ???????? ??????? = 
| ????????? ???? [“Bön till ärkeängeln [eg. ärkehärföraren] Mikael, de 
himmelska härskarornas mäktige [eg. skräckinjagande e.d.] härförare].’ 
 The w/m 147 of the large folio, a coat of arms, has not been identified. 
 The complete text, English translation and comments are given below. 
 
THE LARGE-FOLIO INSERT IN SKARA USTAV 
?? ??? ?? ? ? ???? ? ??????? ?Ü?? ????? ??? ? ????? ?? ? | ???? ?? |  
??????????? ??????? ???????? ???????? ????????? ???? | ??????? 1810?? 
= ???? ?0?? ??????? = 19?? = ??ä | ??????? ???? ??????? ???? 
???????????: ????? ??????? ????????? ?????? | ??????? ?? ?????? 
???Ü ?????? = ??∑????* [sic!] = ????? ?? * ????? ????? ????|???? ? 
?????????? :| ? ????????? ??????? ????????? ??????? ????? ???? 
?????|?? ?? ???? ?????? = ??∑???? =  ? ????????? ??????? ????????? 
??????? | ???????? ??????????? ??????? ????? ??????? ????????? 
?? ???? | ??????? ??? ??? ???? ? ??????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ?????? 
?????. | ? ????????? ??????? ????????? ??????? ????????????? 
?????? |  ????? ? ??????? ????????? ???? ?????????? ? ????? ??????? | 
? ?????? ??????? ????????? ??????? ????????? ??????????.??? [sic!] 
???? ?? | ????????? ?? ????? ??????? ? ? ???????? ? ???????? ? 
????????? | ?? ?????????? ?? ?????? ? ?? ?????? ????? ??????????; 
?????? | ?? ??????? ????????? ??????? ?? ?????? ????????? 
?????????? | ???? ?????? ?? ???????? ?????????? ???? ? 
???????????? ??? | ???? ?????? ?????? ?? ?????? ??? ? ?????? 
??????Ü ???? | ? ????????? ??????? ????????? ???????; ?????? ??? 
?????|??????? ??? ????? ???????? ? ????????????? [sic!] ?????? 
? ∑??? | ? ????????? ????????? ?????????? ? ????? ??????? | ?????? ? 
??????? ???????? ? ??????? ???????? ??????? | ?????????? ? 
??????? ??????? ???? ? ??????? ????|?????????? ?????? ? ???????? 
? ???????????? ????? | ?????? ??????? ? ???????? ?????????? ? 
??????? ??????? | ? ???????? ? ????? ??????? ????????? ????:, 
?????. | ? ????????? ????????? ??????? ?????? ?? ???????? ???? 
?????? | ? ?????? [sic!]:, ?????? ?? * ????? ? ?????? * ???? ? ???? ? 
* ????????? | ?????? ? * ??????? ??? * ????? ???????? ? * ???? 
????????? | ? * ???????? ?????? ?? ??????? ????????? ??????? 
????????? | ?????? ???? ? ?????? ? ?? ???? ??????. ?????. 
* Proposed interpretation ??? ??????. 
 
In the name of Father and Son and Holy God – because God is with us. 
Prayer. 
Lord God, King of Kings, Thou who art from the beginning of time, send 
O Lord, Thine Archangel Michael, to aid Thy servant [N N] in escaping 
from my enemies, visible and invisible. Michael, Great Archangel of the 
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Lord, pour oil over Thy servant [N N]. O Great Archangel of the Lord, 
vanquisher of demons, command all foes who fight against me, make them 
meek as sheep and shatter them like dust in the face of the wind. O 
Michael, Great Archangel of the Lord, Thou Six-winged Prince and 
Marshal of the Heavenly Host of Cherubs and all Saints. O, Wondrous 
Archangel Michael, keeper of things undescribable, be my support in all 
unfair dealings, griefs and miseries; and a calm refuge in the wilderness, at 
partings of the ways, and rivers and seas. Save me, Great Archangel 
Michael, from all forms of infernal evil. Hear me, o poor sinner, as I pray to 
Thee and invoke Thy Holy Name, hasten to mine aid and hear my prayer. 
O Michael, Great Archangel of the Lord, conquer all who are against me, 
with the power of the Fearful and Living Cross of the Lord, and with 
prayers from the Most Holy Mother of God and all the Holy Angels and all 
the Holy Apostles and the Great Saint Nikolaus, maker of miracles, and the 
Holy Prophet Elias and the Holy Martyrs Nikitas and Eustathius and the 
Worshipful Fathers Antonius and Theodosius of the Rock Monastery and 
the Holy Martyrs and all the Holy Heavenly Host. Amen. 
O Michael, Archangel of the Lord, help me, sinner as I am, Thy servant and 
layman. Save me from earthquake and flood, from fire and sword, and 
from sudden death and from all kinds of evil, from scheming foe and from 
sudden storms and of the devil himself, save me Michael, Great Archangel 









SKARA-USTAV, Part 1.  
8°, 48 ff. cf. Voznesenskij 1991, no. 
73, gatherings 0a–0E. 
å1inx constitutes Part 1 of an 
omnibus, of which the main treatise 








14 ll./p., height of 10 ll. 87, col. 70. 
Watermark 
Coat of arms of Jaroslavl´ 1804, w/m 
141–146. 
Illustrations. Headpiece on f. 0a: 







No. 12    ?in kako podobaet peti 
Skara     1795 [1804] 
Stifts- och Landsbiblioteket   Po?aev 




SKARA-USTAV, Part 2. 
8°, 144 ff., regarding script and layout, 
cf. Voznesenskij 1991, no. 85.  
skitskoe pokaänıe constitutes Part 2 
of an omnibus, of which the main 
treatise is 5Üstavx ∞' hr∑tı1anskomx 
öitı2i, cf. no. 11. 
Codex 
Gatherings 
18 gatherings marked in the middle of 
the lower margin from a, b, v, g, d, E, 





14 ll/p, height of 10 ll. 87, col. 70. 
Watermark 
Coat of arms of Jaroslavl´ 1804, w/m 
141–146. 
Illustrations 
Identical headpiece on ff. 0a and r0l: no. 
115  (Voznesenskij 1991).  
Two decorative bands: ff. k0÷v, 0Kav, 0p, å0Ev, 3 bands: ff. l0÷, r0ƒ. 
Condition 
Wax drops ff. r0i, r0k÷v, ink spot f. r0lç, a tear in f. å0÷, defect outer margin f. 
r0lv. The most thumbed ff. r0k÷–r0md: kan1onx ÷a &Edinoμm1erwago, kan1onx 
÷a &Üm1erwihx… 
Contents 
f. 0a – f. k0÷v   sk1itskoe po\kaóänıe \ dμwepol1e÷noe, 5eöe 5est≈ \ 
spis1anıe mol1itvy, 5öe soåinen2a sx pokaóänıemx… 
Running title: skitskoe pokaóänıe, ff. 0av– 0v, 0kEv–0kç, 0k÷: skitskoe 
pokaóänıe 
No. 13     Skitskoe 
Skara     pokajanie  
Stifts- och Landsbiblioteket   1795 [paper 1804] 
C, Po?aev-ustav 7307 m m   Po?aev 
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f. k0÷v–l0çv   å1inx k1ak' podob1aetx \ samom2Ü seb2e priåast1i\ti, 
pre∑åtn1yhx &i öi\votvoróäqihx t1ainx \ h∑rt1ovyhx, 
n1Üödy r1a\di vel1ikıä, ne s1Üqμ \ s0q1ennikμ… 
Running title: åinx priåaq1enıä, ff. 0lv–0lav, 0lvv–0lEv: åinx 
priåaq1enıä 
f. l0÷–K0a   kan1onx mol1ebenx, \ k1ak' podob1aetx p1éti ˆ ÷a 
tvoróäqih9 m∑ltynü… 
Running title: ff. 0l÷v–0li: å1inx, ff. 0mvv–0n÷v: kan1onx ÷a tvor°ä 
ml∑tiü 
f. K0av–0œƒv  kan1onx mol1ebenx ÷a \ bolóäq6ago… 
Running title: kan1onx ÷a bolóäqago 
f. 0p–å0E   trop1ar≈, bΔcé… gl∑a, 0d… 
Running title: kan1onx &œdig1itrıi 
ff. å0Ev–r0iv  trop1ar≈, gl1asx, 0d… kan“o s0t1omμ &i vel1ikomμ \\ 
åüdotv1orcμ nik1olé… tvo\r1enıe ƒe1ofano… gl1asx, \ 0v… 
p1ésn≈, 0a… Íˆrm1osx… 
Running title: ff. 0åç–0rçv: kan1onx nik1olé 
f. r0ƒ–r0kƒv  v1édomo öe b1Üdi, s1ice \ da po1ewi kan1onx s1e¿i 
÷1a\dμwμ o&˜m1erwag', sokrμ\w1enn.”y sΔrc”e &i so 
sle÷1ami… 
Running title  ff. r0Eˆv–r0kƒv: kan1onx ÷a &Edinoμm1erwago 
f. r0l–r0mdv. v1édomoöe b1Üdi, s1ice \ da po1ewi kan1onx s1e±i ÷a \ 
o&˜s1opwihx… 
Running title: kan1onx ÷a &Üm1erwihx… 
Summary 
Skitskoe pokajanie of the Skara-ustav reminds in its script and layout of no. 
85 (Voznesenskij 1991), though the paper is dated somewhat later, 1807– 
1808, but not in all of its contents, since it has 167 ff, compared with 144 ff. 
of this copy. No. 85 is also a part of a composite, together with ?in kako 
podobaet peti, as this copy. The two headpieces are the same, and placed 
equally: in the beginning of Skitskoe pokajanie, and in the beginning of 
Kanon for the passing away, in no. 85 on f. 151 and in this copy on f. 130. 
 Many of treatises are of the same length: ???????? ????????, ??? 
??????????, but there is no ??????? ?????? or ????? ?????? ?? ????? 
????????, and the headlines differ, too: ?????? ???????? in no. 85, and 












Second front flyleaf v: pencilled Paterik 
kievo-pe?erskij [1648]. Inside front cover 
pencilled 58/4218, inside back cover: two 
stamps: ???. 45(?) | 150 ?. and ? | 45-20; 
pencilled: 150/3129/250. 




Cyrillic lettering 5a4 [predisl1ovıe do 5egò' 
c∑rkag' vel1iåestva) – b2, 5a2 [predisl1ovıe 
kx åit1atelü]–b4, v4, 5a4–q5, x3, y4–I4; 5aa4–
kk6?; a3 [§'glavl1enıe veq1e±i 
÷améå1atel≈nyhx]–g4: 2 + 3+ 52 + 4: 61. 
Foliation 
2 front flyleaves + 2 nn. (0a)–0v ; 0a–0ç; 0a–0ƒ + 1 nn. + 0a–r0vˆ (r0gˆ) r0dˆ–rK0÷ (rKi) 
rKƒ–r0åE (r0åç) r0å÷–s0gˆ + 1 nn. + 0a–0Eˆ + 2 back flyleaves. 
Size 
Folio 348?215, binding 355?220. 
Layout 
The col. 284?152 in decorative frame; the upper, outer and lower framed 
margins included: 313?178. No. of ll.: 32 [10 ll./85], 41 [10 ll./67]. 'glavl1enıe 
veq1e±i ÷améå1atel≈nyhx, ff. 0a–0Eˆ in two col.; no. of ll. 46 [10 ll./58]. Running 
titles in the upper framed margin. Catchwords. 
Watermarks 
Initials g a, date 1829, w/m 148. 
Illustrations 
There are three whole-page illustrations, the first one on f. 1 nn., fig. 50; the 
third one, vénecx pr∑téi bΔcé, with 69 Fathers’ names within a star are 
numbered with Arabic numbers, in contrast to the first edition, which has 
No. 14    Paterik Kievo-Pe?erskij 
Gothenburg    1830 
University Library    Kiev 
acc. no. 58/4218 
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Church Slavonic numbers, two stars are left empty; half-page illustrations: 
Holy Fathers 36, other themes 8; headpieces 10; endpieces 29. 
Condition 
Restored margin 1st f., soil on the first three pages. Two flyleaves of 
machine-made paper. Damp stains. The binding has lost its clasps. 
Provenance 
Acquired by GUB in 1958 from Mosknigtorg for 150 r. 
A round stamp, Ø 30, on the title page and f. 0Eˆv: ??????????? | ?. ?. 
???????? | ???????? ??????. ?. |??. ???[…] ???. ??? | ?? ??????. 
Contents 
F. 1 nn., within an illustrated frame:  vo sl1avé \ s0t1yä, &Edinos1Üqnyä, 
öivo\tvoróäqıä &i nera÷dél1imyä \ trŒcy, &œ0c2a, &i s0na, &i s0t1ag' \ d0ha: 
povel1énıemx b0loåest1ivé±iwag' \ samoderö1avné±iwag' vel1ikag' g∑drä \ 
n1aweg' Íˆmper1atora, nıkol1aä p1avloviåa … 
f. 1 nn. v … pate\rikx peå1erskı±i, s1e est≈ &œt1eånikx, \ póätymx n1a desätx 
t¢Isn1enıemx vo s0t1o±i, \ vel1iko±i, åμdotv1orno±i, kıevopeå1ersko±i \ l1avré, vx 
l1éto * sotvor1enıä míˆra: M÷0tli [1830] \ * r∑ötv1a öe po pl1oti b0ga slova: 
Ma0*l [1830], \ Íˆndíˆkta 0d, m∑ca sept1emvrıä… 
f. (1)v: m1irx d1omμ c0r1evμ… … 
f. 0v: b0öıeü m∑tıü \ vel1ikomμ g∑drü c0r2ü &i vel1ikomμ k0n÷ü, \ petr2Ü 5aleKÍˆeviåμ 
… 
f. 0a–0çv: predisl1ovıe do &eg2' c∑rkag' vel1iåestva … 
f. 0a–0÷v: predisl1ovıe \ kx åit1atelü pravosl1avnomμ, … 
f. 0a–0aˆv: öitı2E … 5antó'nıä, f. 0vˆ–0k÷: pohval2a … 5antó'nıü, f. 0k÷v–0Kav: öitı2E 
… ƒeod1osıä, f. 0Kv–0Ki: ska÷1anıe \ §' prenes1enıi å∑tn1yhx moq1e±i … ƒeod1osıä 
peå1erskag', f. 0Kiv– 0œgv: pohval2a … ƒeod1osıü, f. 0œd–0œ÷: ska÷1anıe §' … 
&usp1enıä pres0t1yä bΔcy, f. 0œ÷v–0pa: §' so÷d1anıi c0rkve peå1erskıä, f. 0pav–0pE: 
§' &ukraw1enıi Ìˆk1onomx, f. 0pEv–0pi: &i §'s0q1enıi c0rkvi peå1erskıä, f. 0piv–0åa: 
öitı2E … stef1ana, f. 0åav–0åE: … níˆk'na, f. 0åEv–0åiv: … varla1ama, f. 0åd–0ra: 
… &Efr1ema &EIn1Üha, f. 0rav–0rgv: … &is1aıi, f. 0rd–0rEv: … damı1ana, f. 0r÷–0ri: … 
matƒ1ea, f. 0riv–0rvˆ: … Íˆs1akıa, f. 0rvˆv: svid1étel≈stvo \ prepodobnag' œ0c2a 
n1aweg' n1estora 
f. 0rgˆ å1ast≈ vtor1aä 
f. 0rdˆ–r0çˆv: öitı2E … nık1ity, f. 0r÷ˆ–riˆv: … laIr1entıa, f. 0rƒˆ–r0kdv: … 
5al1Ipıa, f. 0r0kE–r0kiv: … 5ag1apita, f. 0r0kƒv–r0lvv: … grig1orıa, f. 0r0lg–r0liv: … 
m'$Is1ea o5˜grina, f. 0r0lƒ–r0mv: … Íˆ'1anna, f. 0r0mvv–r0mçv: … pr1oh'ra, f. 
0r0m÷–r0nv: … m1arka, f. 0r0na–r0nv: … ƒe1ofıla, f. 0r0nvv–0rK: … ƒe1od'ra &i 
vasíˆlıa, f. 0rKv– rKgv: … píˆmena, f. 0rKE–0rKç: … sp$Irıdó'na &i nıkod1ima, 
f. 0rKçv–0rK÷v: posl1anıe … pol$Ik1arpa 
( 0rKi): åast≈ tr1etıä 
f. 0rKƒ–0rœav: öitı2E … &EIstr1atıa, f. 0rov–00rœd: … níˆk'na, f. 0rœdv–0rœE: … 
k1Ükwi &i píˆmena, f. 0rœEv–0rœçv: … 5aƒan1asıa, f. 0rœ÷–0rpav: … nıkol1aa 
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svät1owi, f. 0rpv–0rpdv: … &Er1azma, f. 0rpE–0rp÷: … tíˆta, f. 0rp÷v–0råa: … 
níˆfonta, f. 0råav–0råEv: posl1anıe … síˆm'na 
(f. 0råç): pristeö1enıe ko vs1émx tr1ıemx åast1emx 
f. 0rå÷–0råiv: öitı2E … n1estora, f. 0råƒ–0sv: … síˆm'na, f. 0svv–0sç: … 
polI$k1arpa, f. 0sçv–0saˆ: ska÷1anıe §' §'br1étenıi åestn1yhx moq1e±i … Íˆμlıaníˆi 
f. 0saˆv–0sgˆ: ska÷1anıe §' mIrotoå1ivyhx glav1ahx 
f. 0a–0Eˆv: §'glavl1enıe veq1e±i ÷améå1atel≈nyhx 
 
Summary 
The number of pages does not agree with the description in Stroev 1829, 
no. 202 of a Paterik Pe?erskij in 2°, Kiev 1702: 27, 273, 13 ff., nor does the 
number of illustrations: title page + 42. In the description no. 202, Stroev 
explicitly mentions that the illustrations are copperplates engraved ‘?????? 
???????’ [sic!], in contrast to the first edition of 1661, no. 128, where the 
illustrations, 48, are woodcuts. 
 In Karataev 1861, two editions printed in 1702 are recorded: no. 1190, 
printed in June, with woodcut illustrations, and no. 1191, printed in 
December, with copperplate illustrations. 
 The 48 illustrations of the first edition are reprinted in Ukrainskie knigi 
1981. They differ from our Paterik, which has 47 pictures: similar ones 
illustrate the same 36 Fathers, as well as six of the eight pictures with other 
themes and the whole-page picture of all the Fathers in stars as in the first 
edition; others are quite different. 
 The literature around the Kievo-Pe?erskij Paterik discusses the text of the 
different redactions, but not, to our knowledge, the illustrations, other than 
of the first edition. Some engravings, identical with our Paterik, are found 
in Kievope?erskij paterik 1991: cover picture = f. p0ev (the Church), Antonij 
Pe?erskij = f. 0a, Theodosij Pe?erskij = f. 0k÷v, Nestor the Chronicler = f. r0å÷, 
Simon, Bishop of Vladimir´ and Su?dal = f. r0åƒ, Polikarp, Archimandrite 
Pe?erskij = s0vv. The question is whether the engravings of the 18th c. in the 










4°, 2 + 1–12, 12 14–58, 54, 60– 74, 85, 75 
95(96)97–218, 209, 220–232+2 ff. 
 
Date 
The first year in the Easter tables is ÷0toç, 
e.g. 7376-5508 = 1868. 
Codex 
The codex is henceforth called Göteborg-
Ustav. 
Gatherings 
Signatures in black lettering are found in 
the middle of the lower margin beginning 
on f. 0a, b, v, g, d, 5E, ö, ç, ÷, &i, ı, k, l, m, n, 
o, p, r, s, t, 5μ, f, h, *, c, å, w, q, x, i.e., 22 
gatherings with 8 ff. each. 
Foliation 
0a–0vˆ, 0vˆ, 0dˆ–0ni, 0nd, 0K–0œd, 0pE, 0œç–0åE (0åç), 
0å÷–s0iˆ, s0ƒ, s0k–s0lv, i.e., 232 ff., and two nn. flyleaves in the beginning and 
the end. 
Size 
Folio: 162?110, binding: 180?120. 
Layout 
The script is in one column of 123?79, the number of ll. 14, and the height 
of ten ll. 93, fig. 51. 
The typography differs from that in Skara-Ustav, although the typeface has 
the same height, 3 mm. There are several details that differ from the Skara-
Ustav typeface: the masts of μkx, the breadth of onx, otx, the distance of 
the supralinear ‡  above the omega. Since the column is larger, the print is 
less tight. A general survey gives a notion of careless printing: the ll. of a 
page are not always parallel to the margin and the rubricated lettering often 
either below or above the l., the ll. of the red letters are often blurred and 
the colour faded, cf., ff. r0pi, r0åv… 
 
No. 15    Ustav o christijanskom ?itii 
Gothenburg     [1868] 
University Library     Po?aev 




The machine-made paper is of yellowish colour without w/m. 
Illustrations 
Rubricated initials 
Rubricated initials or lombards are found only in the following readings: 
naå1alo p1av5eå5ern5icy, naå1alμ pr1avilμ kel1e¿inomμ, mol1itvy spalnyä: 
r0md: p, r0mçv: v, r0mƒ: n, r0nƒv: b, 0rK: g, 0rKa: v, 0rKv. g, 0rKg: v, 0rKi: b, 0rKƒ: v, 
r0œv: g, r0œa: A, r0œav. g, r0œg: d, r0œd: b, r0œdv: g… 
Headpieces 
Ff. 0a, 0la, 0lçv, and above each of the 12 months, except September: 0m÷, 0ndv, 
0KE, 0pE [error: should be 0œE], 0pg, 0å, 0åçv, 0rv, 0rıv, r0÷ˆ, r0kEv; r0lç, r0K÷v, r0œ÷, 
r0œi, r0pav, r0pi, r0åd, r0å÷, 0sa, 0si, s0gˆv, s0la, s0lv; the headpiece of f. s0lv: fig 52. 
 The headpiece on f. 0a is identical to no. 35 in Voznesenskij 1991, except 
that it is shortened on both sides, the other 26, of which there are 17 of one 
model and 9 of another model, are different from those in Voznesenskij 
1991. 
Inscriptions 
On the paper pasted on the back board: two blue stamps: ???. 45/75 ?. and 
two pencilled notes: ??. 75/2921/258, and on the lower border: 25.11.58. On 
f. 0mE, upper right corner, on September 24: ???á?ï? \ ? ∑??á?' \\ &i ??á“???' 
? Œ??ó?? &? ? Δr? ˚e? \ ??∑t?ä ??∑?ä &ı'á??? … added: ? ???????, on f. 0nv, the 
date 0kE [October] corrected with pencil to 0kg, again the date 0k÷ corrected to 
the same 0kg. On f. 0Ka, on the lower margin, to November 20, the following 
is added: 1906/ ???ï? ?????? \ ????????? ????. On f. 0pƒ, in the upper 
margin, the incorrect month dekabr≈ is corrected with ink to ??????? 
[sic!]… 
Binding 
The boards are covered with finely tooled leather and provided with two 
clasps. On the spine of Göteborg-Ustav, on a red-coloured background 
between the two uppermost raised bands, the title of the book, ˜stav, has 
been tooled in black, surrounded by border in red colour. 
Condition 
F. 0n is loose to 4/5, a drop of wax on ff. r0dı, r0ld, the lower corners of ff. 
r0md–0rn, n5aå5alo p5av5eå5ernicy are extremely soiled, somewhat less soiled 
are ff. n5aå5alo pol5μnoqn1i\cy, and the ff. containing the Synaxar, 0lçv–r0lEv. 
Contents 
Incipit 
5Üstavx \ ∞' hr∑tı1anskomx öitı2i… s1i\réå≈, §' post1ahx, &i §' pokl1o\nahx, 6i §' 
pr1a÷dni\céhx, ve\l1ikihx, sr1edn˘i, 6i m1al˘y… t1a\koöde 6i §' \ dom1awné¿i 
m0ltvé, \ k1ak' dost1oitx ÷a vs2ü c0rk1o\vnμü sl1Üöbμ, liw1ivwimsä \ 
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sob1ornyä sl1Üöby, Palt1y\rıü, 6il2i pokl1onami, \ 6ili m0ltvami 
6ispravlóäti… 
Göteborg-Ustav differs from Skara-Ustav in its contents, only the incipit is 
the same, in addition there are m0ltvy sp1alnyä, ÷ap1évy vo vs2é l1eto, 
*p1μs‡y vovs2é l1éto, and pash1alıä. Its Menologion consists of 199 pages. 
List of contents on the last enumerated folio: 
f. s0la: 
∞'glavl5en5ˆe \ nastoóäqıä sı2ä kn1igi… 
∞' vel1ik”o post2é, li‡∑   , 0a… 
∞' p1ascé, &i 0ncé, li‡∑    0÷… 
∞' post2é, s0t˘y &ap∑lx, li‡∑,  0ˆ… 
∞' pr1oåi9h dn1eh9 vseg2' l1e\ta, &i Ò' post2é sred2y &i pät\ 
k2a, l1istx, 0vı… 
∞' post2é pr∑t1yä bΔcy l∑i‡   0÷ı… 
∞' post2é rö∑tv2a h∑rt1ova… \ l1istx, 0iı. na Ò'bor1oté… 
∞' mäsoä∑tıe por∑ötv2é h0vé, l1istx 0k, na Ò'bor1oté… \\ 
∞' pokl1on˘a c0rk1ovn˘y, &i ke\l1e&in˘y, vovs2e l1étŒ  l∑i‡   0kv, na »' \ 
∞' pr1a⁄dnicéh9 vel1ik˘i, &i srΔe\nihx &i m1al˘y, l1istx, 0la… 
∞' m0ltvé dom˝né&i, l∑i‡   r0lç… 
§' pr1avilé kél1e¿inomx, l1ist9 r0n÷… 
m0ltvy sp1alnyä l1ist9 r0Ki… 
÷ap1évy vovs2é l1eŒt, l∑i‡   r0o÷… 
*p1μs‡y vovs2é l1éto, l∑i‡   r0åd… 
pa∑h1alıä ÷róäåaä, l∑i‡   s0ƒˆ na »œ\ 
l1μn“oe teå1enıe, l∑i‡    s0kE, na »'… 
[The runnnig titles are m∑cx and the name of the month, correspondent 
with the text.] 
f. 0a 5μstavx \ ∞' hr∑tı1anskomx öitı2i f. 0av 5' post5ahx \ &i §' ra÷réw1énıi vsegò' 
l1é\ta f. k0vv ∞' pokl1onahx f. 0la 5œ pra⁄dnºi vel1ik˘i srΔe öe &imﬂa \ gl«a 0g… f. 0lçv 
mésäcosl1ovx… \ pra⁄dnik«o vel1ik˘i, sr1edn˘iöe &i \m1al˘y, s9 &i÷9äsn1enı”e &i §' 
r1a⁄réw“e \ &i §' pokl1on˘a p1oåinμ pr⁄adnika \ koegØodo vo svo”e åisl2e… * m∑ca \ 
sent1evrıä, do m∑ca 5avgμ‡s, po \ o&˜st1avμ 5iöe vo ÍˆE∑rl1imé \ s0t1yä l«ary… prpΔbna¯  
&i b0gon1osna¯ \ &œ0ca n1aw¯e s1avy §'s0q1ennag'… \ m∑cx sent1evrıi, 5im‡a dní ±ˆi, 0l… f. 
0m÷ m∑cx 5œktóäbr≈ \ 5imat≈ dní ±ˆi, 0la… f. 0ndv m1ésäcx noäbr≈ \ 5imat≈ dní ±ˆi, 0l… 
f. 0KE m1ésäcx d5ek5abr≈ \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi 0la… f. 0pE [for awaited 0œE] m2ésäcx 
g5env5ar≈ \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi 0la… f. 0pg m1ésäcx ƒ5evr5al≈ \ 5imat≈ dní ±ˆi, 0ki… f. 0å 
m1ésäcx m5artx \ 5im‡a 0la d0n≈… f. 0åçv [omitted] m1ésäcx 5apr1él5 &ˆi \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi, 
0l… f. 0rv m1ésäcx m5a&i \ 5im‡a 0la d0n≈… f. 0rıv m1ésäcx 5 5ˆün≈ \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi, 0l… f. r0÷ˆ 
m1ésäcx 5 5ˆül≈ \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi, 0la… f. r0kEv m1ésäcx 5avg5μstx \ 5im‡a dní ±ˆi, 0la…  
f. r0lç ∞' mol1itvé \ dom1awné&i… f. r0lƒ n5aå5alo veå1erni… f. r0md n5aå5alo 
p5av5eå5ern&icy… f. r0na n5aå5alo pol5Ünoqn1i\cy… f. r0ngv n5aå5alo 5Ütr5en&i… f. r0ndv 
n5aå5alo å5as∞'vx… f. r0n÷ n5aå5alo pr1avilμ kel1e&inomμ [of the rules, only 0a–0i 
are marked] f. r0nƒv mol1itva s0tag' \ mak1arıä, 0a… f. 0r mol1itva 0vä, \ s0tag' 
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&isa1aka sirıän1ina, f. 0rKa m0ltva 0g… s0ta\g' stef1ana fiví ±ˆiskag': f. 0rKv 
mol1itva, 0dä, s0tag' \ Ìˆ'1anna ÷lato1Üstag'… f. 0rKg mol1itva póätaä… f. r0K÷v 
5aqe kt2o pro&i÷volóäetx \ * podv1iöné&iwihx 5inokx, [running title 
sp1alnyä] f. r0œ÷ vs5el5etno5e sobr5an5 5ˆe \ ÷ap1évovx, f. r0œi ÷ap1évy po ∞'bq5e&i \ 
m5in1é2i… f. r0pav ÷ap1évy vovsé l1éto in which all 12 months, mesäcx, are 
given: f. r0pav s5entóäbr≈, f. r0pgv 5œktóäbr≈, f. r0pdv noóäbr≈ f. r0pç d5ek5abr≈, f. 
r0p÷ g5env5ar≈, f. r0p÷v ƒ5evr5al≈ [sic!] f. r0pi ÷5apévx tr5E∞'dnyä [sic!] f. r0pƒv 
m5artx, f. r0å 5apr5el≈, f. r0åv m5a&i, f. r0åav 5 5ˆün≈, f. r0åv 5 5ˆül≈, f. r0åg 5avg5μstx, 
f. r0åd–s0ƒ vs5el1étno5e sobr5an5 5ˆe \ *p5μstovx… \ na vs2ä sedmånyä dn2i, 
f. r0åd v9 sμb1otμ n5av5eå5eri&i f. r0å÷ ÷a 5μs∞'pw&ihx… f. 0sa *p5μsty vov1es≈ g1odx…, 
f. 0sa sentóäbr≈, f. 0sgv 5œktóäbr≈, f. 0sdv noóäbr≈, f. 0sEv d5ek5abr≈, f. 0s÷ g5env5ar≈, f. 
0si ƒ5evr5al≈, f. 0si *p5μsty tr5 ∞ˆ'dnyä f. s0gˆv m5artx, [April omitted], f. s0dˆ 
m5a&i, f. s0dˆv 5ˆün≈, f. s0Eˆv 5 5ˆül≈, f. s0÷ˆv 5avg5Üstx ff. s0ƒv–s0kE [running title] 
pash1alıä ÷róäåaä f. s0ƒv [s0ƒˆv!] * &ad”a krÜ¯ v r1μce… f. s0kEv v r8μ lμ 0a – f. s0lv 
kon1ecx \ lμnnomμ \ teå1enıü f. s0la–s0lav ∞'gl5avl5en5 5ˆe \ nastoóäqıä sı2ä kn1igi… 
Colophon on the last numbered f. s0lv: 
sı2ä s0t1aä &i b0god0hnov1en\naä kn1iga, &ust1avx so svóä\tcami, §' post1ahx… §' 
pr1a\÷dnicéhx, §' dom1awné&i \ mol1itvé, §' kel1e&inomx pr1a\vilé, so 
sp1alnymi mol1it\vami &i÷9 ÷ap1évami vxs1emx \ pra⁄dnik”' g∑d≈skim9 &i ÷9 
&ust1a\va c0rk1ovnag' &i pr1oå˘i t1Ipi\k«o pash1alıä s9 l1μnn”y teå1enı”e \ 
napeå1atasä v9 t4Ipogr1afıi \ poå1aevsko&i… 
The second gathering in Göteborg-Ustav 
A remarkable difference in the text of Göteborg-Ustav compared with 
Skara-Ustav is the contents of the second gathering [last l. of the first 
gathering being the same as in Skara-Ustav: soverw1enno po s0t1yhx 6o0cx as 
well as the first l. etc in the third gathering, f. 0÷ˆ: sx sokrμw1enıemx sΔrca]: 
Running title: post2é: f. 0ƒ1: p1ost9 vo vs2ä nΔli s1μho 5ˆasti \ etc. On l. 10, f. ƒ, a 
rubricated heading trı'Δ p1o‡s l∑i‡‡  0rm, 6i psﬂa sléΔ …, which is same as in the 
first gathering, f.0vv as well as the text, including nomokanó'nx, pr1avilo 0sk… 
until l. 10. 
Running title: 6' vel1ikomx post2é. Ff. 0ƒv–0aˆ have the following, headings: 
f. 0ˆ 1: v9 sr1edμ 0dä, ned1éli, f. 0ˆ 8: v9 åetvertºo 0Eä ned1éli, 
f. 0ˆv8: v9 sμb1otμ prbΔnag' l1a÷arä…, f. 0ˆv 12: vx nlΔü cvétn2μü…, 
f. 0aˆ 1–4: ∞' strastn1oi sedm1icé… k1o\rmåeä li‡∑  0k÷, pr1avilo 0v, \ 6'bo2ü 
verx1ovnyhx 6ap∑lx, \ petr2a 6i p1avla… 
Running title: ff. 0aˆv–0Eˆ: 6' strastn1o§i nΔli, rubricated headings: 
f. 0aˆv1–2: * ÷1apov1édEi s0t˘y 6a∑plx, \ n1ikonx åernog√o sl1ovo 0n÷… 
f. 0vı9 [sic!]: west1ag' sob1ora, pr«a 0pƒ… 
f. 0vˆv 1[sic!]: * ö‡i hr∑tı“a, p˚e pri 6 óˆ's∫i p‡a… 
f. 0vˆ5: Palt1yr≈ sl1éd«o, l∑i‡ , t0og… 
f. 0vˆv3: to1ä öe psalt√y, l∑i‡     0kd… 
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f. 0dˆ7: solovÇekoi 6ust«a, gl«a 0kƒ… 
f. 0dˆv5–6: ∞' bolw1omx… \ tim∫o 6aleK1aΔn, pr«a 0ˆ… 
f. 0Eˆ5–6: ∞' p1ascé… \ st«a bolw1oi… gl«a, 0lv…, f. 0Eˆ 14: ∞' pät≈desóätnicy… 
Running title: ff. 0Eˆv–0çˆv: 6' 0n cé 
f. 0Eˆv 13: * öitı2ä hr∑tıóänskag', 
f. 0çˆ 6: nomokan“', pr1avilo, s0kd…, f. 0çˆ 14: o&˜stavx bolw1oi, gl«a 0lv… 
f. 0çˆv 13–14: solov1eckoi, \ 6ust1avx, glav2a 0kƒ… \ * nΔli ƒomin2y vo vs2ü 0n \\ 
End of gathering b. 
It is obvious that the contents of the second gathering do not agree with the 
list of contents on the last folio, according to which ∞' post2é, s0t˘y &ap∑lx 
should be on l∑i‡,  0ˆ and ∞' pr1oåi9h dn1eh9 vseg2' l1e\ta, &i &' post2é sred2y &i 
pät\k2a, on l1istx, 0vı. The third gathering resumes the text as in Skara-
Ustav. 
A notable difference between Skara- and Goteborg-Ustavs is already 
signalled in the heading of the Menaion, which in Göteborg-Ustav has the 
additional information on f. l0çv6-: po \ &ustavμ 5iöe vo Ìˆe∑rl1imé s0t1yä l«ary… 
pΔrpn¯a &i b0gon1osn¸¯a \ &œ0ca n1aw¯e s1avy ó's0q1ennago… 
 Göteborg-Ustav has an incomplete ABC added to every day of the year: 
September 1st has the rubricated a v g d E ç ÷, under which the black n p v 
r å t s are placed, corresponding to the seven days of the week. 
Information about the length of day and night is given for each month 
except for December and June. 
 The regulations regarding worship and food, which are mentioned for 
most of the days of the year in no. 11, Skara-Ustav, have been added, down 
to the last letter, for the same days in Göteborg-Ustav. The days in 
Göteborg-Ustav, which are excluded in Skara-Ustav, have no instructions 
regarding the food. 
 Göteborg-Ustav, which has saints or feasts for every day of the year, has 
the same Russian, old-believers’ saints as Skara-Ustav, although not as the 
main feast but as v t1o¿i öe d0n≈. 
Provenance 
Acquired by GUB from Mosknigtorg 1958 for 75 r. 
Summary 
We have not found similar editions of the Ustav in the bibliographies. 
There is a different version of the late Ustav-edition from that of Göteborg-
Ustav, namely, no. 43, described by Kladova 2006 and dated to, about, 1868 
as Göteborg-Ustav, probably from the Easter Tables. No. 43 is also in 8° and 
has 14 ll./page, but has more pages, 299, than Göteborg-Ustav, 232. Its 
contents differ, too: the text of ∞Üst1avx ∞' hr∑tı1anskomx öitı2i is complete, 
there is a predislovıe, lμnnoe teåenıe, which has more ff. than Göteborg-
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0a8–0lƒ8, pencilled in Arabic numbers 1–
39. 
Foliation 
0a–00d, 0a–kç, 0kç, 0ki–0ti, pencilled foliation 
1–308. 
Size 
Folio 167?150, binding 175?115. 
Layout 
15 ll./page, height 10 ll. 85. 
Watermarks 
Machine-made paper without w/m. 
Illustrations 
Headpieces: Part I: f. 0a Part II: ff. 0a, 0ç, 0lç, 
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f. 0a:  k5atalogx \ s òˆä kn1igi… 
Part II: 
f. 0a  predisl1ovıe kx lüb1e÷nymx \ åit1atelemx… 
f. 0ç:  k1ormåaä… glav2a, 0a… 
f. l0ç:  be÷9 s0q1enstva n1ést≈ h∑rtı“ä\stva… bes1édy s0t1ag' Íˆ'1a\nna 
÷lato1Üstag', na 0dˆ \ posl1anıe s0t¯a &a∑pla p1avla, \ k9 timoƒ1eü gl«a, &a, posl“a \ 0v… 
nravo˚Ü 0v… l∑n‡, Mv0nv… 
f. 0mƒ &œ t1a±iné mˆropom1a÷anıä, \ &i be÷9 neòä ne m1oöetx b1yt≈ \ 
soverw1enx h∑rtıóäninx… &i÷9 \ bol≈w1ag' katih∑i ∑l‡ , 0v… 
f. 0œE:  5i÷9 vel1ikago ÷erc1ala, \ glav2a 0åa… §' 5Eöe k1ako \ d1émonx 
&i÷véstv1Üetx, \ 5k' pokaóänıemx vsòä \ s1ily 5Egò' ra÷rμw1aütsä… 
f. 0pi:  5œ b⁄enaå1alıi, gl«a, 0gˆ… 
f. 0å &œ s0t1é±i c0rkvi, &i v1éra \ pravosl1avnaä preb1Üd‡e do \ skonå1anıä 
v1éka…   
f. 0r÷v:  s0q1enstvo dolön2o b1yt≈ \ do skonå1anıä v1éka, 5ib' \ k1akx h∑rt1osx 
ne o&˜mir1a‡e… \ t1ak' Í &ˆEr1e±istvo &Eg2o ne \ prekraq1aetsä… 
f. 0rgˆv:  t1oöe, &i v9 kn1ige [sic!] ka÷1an≈e \ s0t1ago kir1illa patrı1arha \ 
Í &ˆE∑rl1imskago, 1' &antihr1is\té, l∑i‡   0rv &i 0rd… å∑a‡   0a… 
f. r0kg:  5œ prinow1enıi t1éla &i kr1o\vi h∑rt1ovo±i b1Üdete pri\nos1itisä do 
vtor1ago &Egò' \ priw1estvıä… 
f. r0m÷:  v1édomo b1Üdi Íˆ ' s1emx, \ vs1émx pravosl1avnym9 h∑rtı\1anomx §' 
gosp1odstvμüqe±i c0rkvi… &œn2a byl2a pravo\sl1avna do seg2o vr1emeni… \ do 
l1étx, Ma0hK÷ [1667]… &a sto\go vr1emeni &œn2a nar1Üwila \ svo2E dost1oinstvo po 
pri\å1inamx, n˘i po§äsn1enn”y… \ po narμw1enıü s1ihx pri\å1inx… potom2Ü åt2o 
vo \ s0t1omx pis1anıi t1ako o5˜å‡i \\ nasx, 5aqe kt2o narμw1a\Etx pr1ava sob1ornyE 
\ s0t1yhx &œ0cx, takov1yE \ h1Üöe nev1érnag'… \ staroÓ'bróädcy, so ∞'nago \ 
vr1emeni *dél1ilisä * \ gosp1odstvμüqe±i c0rkvi… §'pas1aäsä gro÷óäqag' \ 
preq1enıä s0t1yhx &œ0cx… \ 5i÷x kn1igi pr1avo±i v1éry, \ glav2a 0a, l1istx, 0so… 
f.  r0œdv:  0d… priå1ina, 0dä… \ §œ b∑ötvenno±i &allil1Üıi… \ 0a vx o&˜st1avé 
dr1evne±iw”e ,\ prΔpbnago ƒe∞'dora stμd1i\ta, p1isann”é na hartı2i po 
Palmoglag1olanıi na konc2é \ sl1avx, v1eléno g0lati, &a\llil1Üıä &allil1Üıä 
sl1ava \ teb2é b0öe s9 pokl1ony trØi… \ 0a tak1ov9 öe o&˜st«a na bμm1a\gé 
dr1evnéiwago pis≈m2a, \ t1akoöe p1éti &allilμˆä Øv \ &a v9 tr1étıe s0lva teb2é 
b0öe… 
f. 0sE, l. 8 priå1ina &osm1aä… 
f. 0sƒ:  0ƒ… priå1ina devóätaä… §' pokl1onehx ÷emn˘y, 5iöe \ byv1aütx vo 
s0t1˜ü 0m cμ, \ s1iréå≈ vx vel1ikıi p1ostx… 
f. s0la:  0dˆ… priå1ina, 0dˆ… \ 5i÷9 kn¯i pr«a v∑é gl«a 0kg ∑‡l s0Eˆ… 
f. s0lç:  0çˆ… priå1ina 0çˆ… \ 5i÷x pr1ologμ m∑ca deka\bròä, vx 0E d0n≈… poo&˜å1enıe 
* limon1isa Ó' ho\dóäqihx k9 c0rk1amx k9 lat1y\nskimx, &i kx öid1ovskim9 &i 
pr1oåihx &inyhx v1érx… 
f. s0md:  kr1atkoe &œbo÷r1énıe, \ sμqestvov1anıe c0rkvi \ &Edinov1éråesko±i…  
f. s0pvv:  5aqe kt2o ne soblüd1aete \ c0rk1ovnyhx pr1avilx, t1o±i \ ne h∑rtı1aninx 
h1Üöe ne v1érna\go &i podleö‡i proklóätıi… 
f. s0å:  5Eq2e n1écıi §' s1emx ne doo&˜\n1é‡ü, åt2o m1oö‡e li m1alo±i \ v1ywwago 
prinóät≈ * 5Eresi, \ t2o ∑‡E s0q1ennºi, mitropol1ita, \  &il2i &E∑pkpa… na sı2e 
po&äsn1enıe \ b1yvwago sob1ytıä, togd2a \ &Eq2e &i n1Üödy ne kak1o±i n1e bﬂy \ v9 
s0q1enstvé… * m“i åÿe drevl∏e \ déóänıi prΔpbn˘y &o0cx n1aw˘i \ s1avvy &i 
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ƒe&od1osıä 5œbqemμ \ öitı2ü naå1al≈nika p1odlin\nikx l1étopisec9 &anast1asıä 
\ m∑ca dekabròä vx 0Eˆ d0n≈… 
f. 0tv:  kn¯i matƒ1éä pr1avil≈nºi, \ * sost1ava, 0*… pr1avﬂi 0bˆ… 
f. 0tvv:  n1écıi &i÷x h∑rtı1anx ne pra\vom1Üdrstvμä ne prı1emlüt9 \ na k∑rt2é 
gl∑a savaó'ƒa, 
f. 0t÷v:  sıòä b0godμhnov1énnaä \ kn1iga naric1aemaä \ cv1étnikx, 
napeå1ata\sä vx t4Ipogr1afıi \ poå1aevsko±i… 
f. 0ti:  b∑dıe, &œ0c2y, &i 5Eöe §' \ h∑rt2é vo÷l1üblennaä \ br1atıä 5Eöe &Est2e 
s1yno\ve sv1éta &i c0rkvi pra\vosl1avno sıóäüqıä vo\st1oånyä å1ada vsóäkago 
å1i\na &i v1o÷rasta m2y gr1Übıi; \ 5iöe vs”é d1élé tr1Üöd≈wıi\sä, v1as9 o&˜s1érdno 
sosmir1enı”e \ m1ol”i prıim1ite s9 lüb1ovıü sı2ü \ b0godμhnov1ennμü kn1iönicμ, 
5aqe bo &i m1ala ÷r1enıemx §'b1a\åe vel1ikıä blΔgti 1* b0ga \\ 
Provenance 
Klostermann’s Slavic collection. Stamp on the front flyleaf: Iz knig Ch. I 
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INDEX TO THE WATERMARKS 
 
The w/m, except 1 and 2, have been studied with FOLS Fibre Optic Light 
Sheet, Preservation Equipment Ltd., Diss, Norfolk, England. The numbers 
refer to the w/m, boldfaced numbers to the corresponding description. 
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108 6; fleur-de-lis: 80–82 5, Herburt [angel] 35, 36 3, Jaroslavl´ 129, 130 10, 
144 12,13; Jastrz?biec [horseshoe] 17–26 3, Jelita [crossed arrows] 40, 41 3, 
Nowina 28, 34 3, Scharfenberger [goat] 29, 30 3, Dunin [swan] 31 3, 
T?nczy?sky [axe with crescent] 10–16 3; unknown 51–54, 61, 66 4; 
unknown 89 6 
eagle: 42, 43 3; 77, 83 5; 92, 93 6 
flagpole: 78 5 
fleur-de-lis with letters: 84, 85 5 
foolscap: 67 4; 79 5; 86, 87, 90, 91, 94, 95, 99–104, 114, 115 6; 116–122 7 
grapes: 62, 63 4 
helmet 68–73 5 
letters: ? […] 3, O[…] M 4 2; ? ? 45 3, 148 14; 65 4; 96, 97, 98 6; ? ? ? 
? 112 6; V L […] 123, ? ? ? ? 125 8, ; M R 132, ? ? ? ? 133 10; 139 11; ? ? 
? 142, M R 143 12, 13 
monogram: 46 3, 124 8 
numbers: 1 8 0 126, 128 9; 1803 131 10; 8 140 11; 1804 141 12, 13; 1829 148 
14 
pillars: 105 6 
Pro Patria: 123 8 
six-cornered star: 126–128 9 
tower or fortress gates: 76 5 
unidentified: 37–39 3; 59, 60, 64 4; 109, 110 6; 134 10; 135–138, 147 11; 145, 
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Fig. 28 Psalter. 1645, an example of restoration, ff. k0dv–k0E, Part 2, Gothenburg 
University Library, teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 58/4251, original page 
size 180?135, Catalogue no. 4. 
 
Fig. 29 Psalter. 1645, an example of resto-
ration, f. r0aˆ, Part II, Gothenburg University 
Library, teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, 
acc.no. 58/4251, original page size 180?135, 








































Fig. 30 Psalter. 1645, a xylography, size 150?100, presenting King David, 
Gothenburg University Library, teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 58/4251, 
Catalogue no. 4. 
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Fig. 31 Psalter. 1645, binding, 
Gothenburg University Library, teol. Bib. 
Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 58/4251, 

















Fig. 32 Psalter. 1645, the foredges, coloured in bright green, and ornamented in 
white, Gothenburg University Library, teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 




















Fig. 33 Psalter. 1645, inscription, Part 3, f. t0mçv, Gothenburg University Library, 
teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 58/4251, original page size 180?135, 








Fig. 34 Psalter. 1645, inscription, Part 2, f. s0l÷v, Gothenburg University Library, 
teol. Bib. Kyrkslav.: Psaltaren, acc.no. 58/4251, original page size 180?135, 






















Fig. 35 Pou?enie [Sobornik], Ephraem Syrin. 1647, inscriptions on the margins, 
ff. 0a–0Eˆ, Gothenburg University Library, F 16755, acc.no. 58/4216, original page 
size 305?124, Catalogue no. 5. 
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Fig. 36 Truby na dni. 1674, Lazar Baranovi?, binding, 
traces from Cyrillic text, Gothenburg University 
Library, F 16757, acc.no. 58/4217, original page size 


































Fig. 37 Truby na dni. 1674, Lazar Baranovi?, restoration of the hinge with paper 
with Arabic text between the back board and the two last ff., Gothenburg 
University Library, F 16757, acc.no. 58/4217, original page size 295?190, 






































Fig. 38 Truby na dni. 1674, Lazar Baranovi?, notes on the front flyleaf, 
Gothenburg University Library, F 16757, acc.no. 58/4217, original page size 







































Fig. 39 Kanonnik. 1694, f. tK0vv, Gothenburg University Library, Hvitfeldtska 














































Fig. 40 Kanonnik. 1694, binding, Gothenburg University Library, Hvitfeldtska 








































Fig. 41 ?ezl. 1753, Symeon Polockij, f. title page v, Gothenburg University 







































Fig. 42 Posledovanie cerkovnago p?nija [Svjatcy]. 1648 [1788], binding, 







































Fig. 43 Posledovanie cerkovnago p?nija [Svjatcy]. 1648 [1788], the calendar, f. 
r=œEv, Gothenburg University Library, acc.no. 58/4253, original page size 132?77, 
Catalogue no. 9. 
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Fig. 44 ?asovnik. 1651 




original page size 160?100, 
Catalogue no. 10. 
 
 
Fig. 45 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 
1795 [1804-1808], fragment from f.1v, 
Skara, Stifts- och Landsbiblioteket, C, 
Ustav 7307 mm, original page size 





















Fig. 46 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 1795 
[1804-1808], binding, Skara, Stifts- och 
Landsbiblioteket, C, Ustav 7307 mm, 
original size 178?110, Catalogue no. 11.
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 Fig. 47 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 1795 [1804-1808], f. 0ƒ, Skara, Stifts- och 
Landsbiblioteket, C, Ustav 7307 mm, original page size 162?100, Catalogue 
no. 11.  
 
Fig. 48 Ustav o christijanskom 
?itii. 1795 [1804-1808], fragment 
from a large folio inserted in the 
book, Skara, Stifts- och Lands-
biblioteket, C, Ustav 7307 mm, 
original page size 339?241, 








































Fig. 49 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 1795 [1804-1808], a large folio inserted in 
the book, Skara, Stifts- och Landsbiblioteket, C, Ustav 7307 mm, original page 






































Fig. 50 Paterik Kievo-Pe?erskij. 1830, f. 2 nn., Gothenburg University Library, 
Allmäna sektionen Teol. Liturg. Allm. F 16754, original page size 348?215, 






















Fig. 51 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 
[1868], ff. 0rpEv–0rpç, Gothenburg 
University Library, Teol. Uppbygg. 
acc.no. 58/4252, original page size 










Fig. 52 Ustav o christijanskom ?itii. 
[1868], f. s0lv, Gothenburg University 
Library, Teol. Uppbygg. acc.no. 58/4252, 
original page size 162?110, Catalogue no. 
15. 
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Fig. 53 Ustav o 
christijanskom ?itii. [1868], 
binding, Gothenburg 
University Library, Teol. 
Uppbygg. acc.no. 58/4252, 
original size 180?120, 





























Fig. 54 Cv?tnik. 1794 [1891], Po?aev, f. 
t0÷v, Gothenburg University Library, 
Klostermann collection, original page 
size 167?150, Catalogue no. 16. 
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